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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
GIVEN AUTHORITY BY COUNCIL TO HANDLE LEGAL END
OF “ISLAND" LITIGATION

-wfo Today

WELL KNOWN STONI
PASSES AT THE AGE OF
84 YEARS

Michigan and Indiana. Later he
became head of the Wisconsin
Light A Power Co., and also beThe residence of Klaas Zuide came a banker and is a banker in
windt burned down in Fillmore. All Grand Rapids. Today the stenthat could be taken out oa the Aret ographer of Ottawa county is
floor was saved. . Everythingon the almost nationally known in the
second floor, including wearing ap- business world.
parel, was burled. The insurance
is sl>out $800, but does not nearly
• • •
cover the
Rev. A. Stegeman, prominent
Sixty Years Ago
• •

Common council,meeting in its
regular session Wednesday night
in the city hall, went into • commitee of the Whole with the boar^
of public works end presented a
resolution “that the entire matter
of securing the building site for
the erection of the city power plant
and the terms of settling all pending and threatenedlitigationre-
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•
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The funeral service of the

'

oved Mr. Samuel Lapish
•lace In Grace Episcopal
Monday afternoon at ,2 o’clock
ceded with family sendees at'
home, 4(0 College avi
Arthur Barnhart, pastor,
nterment took ‘•laee in __
lome cemetery in the Lapish

loist ^
• •

Is

Taken By

Thirty, Twenty and Ten Years

J

k

friends were privileged to
divine, passed away. Among his
i heir reepecte at the home
Sui._
relatives are William O. Van Eyck,
the funeral arrangementebeing
barrels of oranges the put season city clerf, who is a brother-in-law.
lating thereto be left to the board
charge of Dykstra morticians.
Above is a picture that is at days, since the old hitching post Note: That wu when orange grow Note: Sons of Mr. Stegeman art
of public works, with full power to
Mr. Lapish passed away late
ing
in
ita
infancy.
Today
COAL
DEALERS
GOING
tin
Harrington,
Harry
Klomparens,
with
a
ring
on
top
Natill
holds
a
still
jn
the
ministry,
and
Mr.
Van
act." Aid. Henry Ketel then read leaat 60 year* old. It shows an afday
afternoon at his home. He
oranges
come
into
the
north
bf
the
John
De
Boer,
Henry
Zwemer,
Eyck, who paased away » few years
FISHING IN FEBRUARY
the resolutionttf council, which had ternoon’s catch -in Black Lake by prominent position at the end of
Thomas Klomparens, Albert C. a stone carver by profession
reconvened, and the motion was un- the four men sitting on stools in the wooden walk. The Rosebud was thousands of cars. It is not uneaual ago, was an attorney, city clerk,
learned his trade in England,
to see a carload of oranges arrive and postmaster in Holland for some
animouslypassed.
front of the old Rosebud saloon.
The followingpicture and the K'X!I, John Venhuizen.
located on the west side of what in Holland these days..
moved to Canada later and came
ow
would
you
like
to
be
the
time.
Earlier in thp meeting, council Hiere are at least 30 feet of fish was then River Street, now Avenue,
reading matter below was taken ice man, how would you like to be Holland with Mrs. Lapish in 18
• • •
• • •
passed a motion that the purchase there, and how many each string near Seventh Street. Anyway, durBom to Mr. and Mrs. Steven from the files of the Holland City the coal man?” So goes a former When he arrived in Holland!
Married before Squire H. D
of- a new Are truck for the city de- contains would be difficult* to coming these conservation days, fopr Postt, Henry Kenyon to Mary Ful- Oudemool, Friday, a son.
News of February5, 1914. At that popular song. This winter there became associated with
pute.
SUnfish,
black
bass,
perch,
partmentshould be on the basis of
men catching several hundred fish ler, both of Holland towiphin
•
•
time, we had just such a sum- !s little consolationin being either. Warham who before was in
sealed bids, which will be publicly speckled bass, are all on the string, is absolutely not allowed. This picmery winter as in 1938-39. We
employ of R. N. DeMerrell. t
Note:
e: Kenyon was the son of Hoi
Some of the rooms of the Hol- hardly know how many days of However, to show what an opto- conducteda monument worfcs
opened, with council retainingAnal festooned in front of the old Rose- ture, however, is conclusive evimiatic bunch of business men our
land’s first banker who started
bud
—
enough
fish
to
feed
an
army.
land
City
State
Bank
block
under
authority to reject any or all bids.
dence that in the early days there
West 8th sL Here he became
bad weather we had 26 years ago,
The authority in regard to the The writer remembers those were fish in Black Lake. Remem- bank in a house located on the site the clock are being remodeled for but we do remember that on this coal dealera are, the above picture expert stone cutter.
taken
of
them
last
week,
shows
of
Warm
Friend
Tavern,
and
later
Dr. M. J. Cook, local dentist. “Doc”
power plant site was apparently strings of fish. It was in the days ber the Fish Banquet takes place
particular day it was like sum- them going fishing with their straw
built a three-storyopera house and
Mr. Lapish
bapisn came
cam* to Holland
the result of court proceedings in- when this lake had many fish and tonight,Friday, at the Holland aris still pulling molars forty years
mer, as is evident from the straw hate on, ready for sport.
store
building
on
the
MoBride
corwu
a
building boom,
several
species.
You
can
also
see
stigated by thf Donnelly-Kelley
later.
mory.
hats and the coatless “coal barons”
They all look happy notwith Hally' of lanre public buil
ner, in which a bank
also
• • •
Glass Co., andi as recently as this these were the ‘horse-and-buggy’
of Holland.
standingthe fact that their coal The Hollandfll
located. The buildingburned $n
olland City |
Stete bank
Jonkman A Dykema have disweek, by the GU-Boat Co. James Do
years ago.
We do know that this year all aalea have been cut down from one- ing under the clock was built
posed of their stock in business to
Young, chairman of the board of
aaaaaaaaaaaaaamA^^JJ^^
third to one-half in some instances, 1892 and has always been
• * •
public works, spoke from the au- ALABAMA WILL JOIN NORTH
Ardis A Wamock of Grand Haven. the bad snow storms can be comOFFICIAL BALLOT FOR MON- The village of Zeeland can boast Note: This enterpriselater became puted in days rather than in owing to the mild winter weather. ered an ornament when it
dience,requesting that council and
AND SOUTH AMERICAN
of two neat little drug stores, who the P. S. Boter Co. Mr. P. 8. Boter months. Anyway, here’s the picture These figures are based on last stone construction,snd Mr.
the txmrd meet as a committeeof
DAY ON NEXT PAGE
at present are doing a good little started the store and passed away and what appeared in the flics of year’s sales. But then the coa did much of the stone cat
the whole. This was done immediThe Chicago-Duluth, and Georgdealers say, “Keep smiling, there was even more so before the
bit of business. Note: The editor a few years afterward, and Dick the News 26 years ago.
ately, upon the motion of Aid. Henian Bay Transit Co. will have anare other winters coming.
ing wu remodeled.The
nr Prins, seconded by Aid. Frank L.
The
official city primary ballot must have been reading between Boter carried on and is still carry*
Under
the caption “Coal Dealers
other boat in service besides the
• • #
the lines of that item.
wu then on the southeast
Smith, and council retired to a prito
be
voted
on
by
Holland
voters
ing
on
successfully
for
these
many
Going
Fishing”
the
News
says:
• • •
Ndrth and South American docked
Note: All these men are living and the bank wu reached by
vate session in the band room.
Monday
from
city
clerk
down
to
years.
The
old
store
building
has
Reading from left to right the with the exception of John De Boer,
here at Montello Park. Captain R.
But two locks of George Washcular stairs of stone in the 4
The Are truck situationwas in A. Harreatt of this city states that alderman and constable, will be
been rebuilt and a double store has
ington’s hair are known to be in
men
are: Harry Harrington, Cecil G. A. Klomparens,John Venhoiien of Which wu * large granite
troducedwhen City Clerk Oscar the Alabama now in winter quar- found on the next page of this isbeen the reault.
existence. One is owned and kep
Huntley,G. A. Klomparens,Aus and Thomas Klomparens.
beautifully crowned with ai
Peterson read a resolution adopt• • •
ters in Grand Haven has been sue. The ballot is a facsimile of
stone carvings.
ed Tuesday at a meeting of the chartered for 1939 by the company the one to be handed to you by in a golden urn by the Grand Lodge
Thirty Years Ago Today
Masons of Massachusetts,and
This was the work of Lapish
board of police and Are commis- to uil between Buffalo, Isle Royal, electioninspectors in the different
* • •
the other has just been pnauited
POLICE LOOKING FOR
iAAAAi
Warham and while artistic in *
sioners recommending that “the
precincts
next
Monday
—
the
only
ind Duluth.
to Lodge No. 4, F. A ArK. of
SLUGGER AND BURGLAR
City Collector James Westveer
a stairs to a bank proved not
board be given autnority-toreexception will be that on every othREMEMBER TO COME OUT
Richmond, Virginia, widen is the collected $1200 in electric light and
The captain was at Grand Hapracticaland when the rei
ceive bids and purchase a fire
er ballot the names of the candiAND
VOTE
ON
MONDAY
rg
took place the pillars and
truck at a cost not to exceed $16,- ven today where the Alabama is dates will be alternated, giving lodge in which Washington was in- water bills in January. Note: Mr.
being fitted out, to be ready about
itiated.Note: Undoubtedly these Westveer is the father of Ed West- driver on Sam Wise, 49, local reswere taken away and the floor j
000.”
each contesting candidate an equal
Monday is the time to vote for
June 1, when these boats all start
hair keepsakes are still closely
ident who lives east of Holland in
lowered even
Aid. Martin Oudemool stated on their summer cruise. Reports chance to the top position with his guarded by those respective lodges veer, former postmaster, and Jean- a shanty on Black river, and theft city officials,between the hours of the bank
ette Westveer, secretaryat the
the walks.
that he disapprovedof the wordopponent.
7
a.
m.
and
6
p.
m.
o’clock
at
the
also state that W. B. Mayo, presi60 years later.
Holland public schools. Formerly of three topcoats from the LokkerAnother beautiful
ing, that it should read “'sealed
The polls will be open from 7
respective voting booths. Remem
dent of the line, too, has made that
all light and water bills were col- Rutgere Clothing store Wednesday
Gram
hall and Winent's
bids, to be opened publicly.’ ” Aid.
a. m. until 6 p. m. in the polling
announcement
A large number of Netherlands lected. Today they are paid at the night resulted in a search Thursday ber. this is your privilege.
Hope college camous, «
James A. Drinkwater replied that
places.
There
are
41
candidates
for
the
immigrantshave arrived and have treasurer’soffice and a discount is for a man by the name of Howard,
The itinerary of the Alabama,
atone
those terms would naturally be undifferentoffices on the ballot, am
An instruction ballot on the settled around Grand Haven, ac- received and collectors are only 60, of Ohio.
«rt’ art and today still stands
derstood. After some discussion, the past two years under the Kirby change in charter relative to the
cording to Mr. Van Leeuwen, ticket sent on special occasions, and if
Howard is being sought by police this ballot, as it will be handed to monument to the artiatie ability
during which the motion which was line, from Cleveland to Detroit,
city treasurer’soffice is also found agent for the steamship company. not paid the delinquency is assess- and sheriff’s departmentmen as a you, will be found on the next page those atone cutters of 40
Mackinac
Ishmd
and
Fort
William,
finally adopted was substituted,
by turning to the next page. The Note: Mr. Van Leeuwen was the ed to the property.
result of Wise’s naming him as his of this issue. It tells the whole
Hie Waveriy stone building
Aid. Henry Prins asked If the af- will be changed and a seven days’
changes suggested are fully given rreat grandfatherof Bruce Van
assailant. Screw-drivermarks at story. Voting is one of the duties West 8th at. and the
cruise
from
Buffalo.
N.
Y.
to
Dufair were to be taken entirelyout
• * «
in that ballot. Turn over the page Leeuwen, local insurance man.
the scene of the Lokker-Rutgersof a good citizen. Staying away
luth, made by the snip.
of the handa of the police board.
Apples have soared in price and robbery indicate that both crimes from the polls and kicking after- Uoni on a dozen other
• • •
The
Alabama
has
been
fitted as and get full informationon the
Mayor Henry Geerlings, who preare now a luxury, and fine apples were committed by the same per- ward about the results not only are the work of Mr. Lapish and
a palatial cruising ship by the Kir- two baUots you will be called upon
Fifty Years Ago Today
sided, replied that the board would
are being retailedat local dealers son.
means a poor citisen, but a poor Warham.
by line during the past two years. to vote next Monday in Holland.
Those were the days when Wf|
be invited- to be present at the opat $2.80 a bushel. No sampling Wise related that Howard, who sport. Be sure and come out tnd
The
definite sailing dates of
erly stone was quarried
ening of the bids.
Repairs will soon be made to the apples at the grocery store as forvote
Mondrfy;
and
incidentally, turn
had
visited
his
shanty
about
a
waek
Aid. Ketel stated that he felt these three ships has not yet been
parsonage of the Third Reformed merly when they were 40 cents a previously,returned Wednesday to the next page and examine the our door and much of it
into structures in . this city
they were “going forward in a has- stated, but undoubtedlywill start
church at a cost of $700.
bushel.
night about 10 o’clock and asked
out about the same as other years.
vicinity until the pit gave out
* * *
ty way.” He said that he had “bat• * *
for a cup of coffee. Apparentlyhe
The
North and South American are
vtyytttvvytvvvTtvtttVtW concrete blocks proved too
tled with the police board for three
Mrs. H. Wykhuizen, a much beThe annual fancy dress party of had been drinking,Wise told Depua competitor for the softer Wai
.
the
loved .woman. died at her homAal
the wvman’a league of U. of M. at ty SheriffWilliam Van Etta- While TAVERN OWNER IB ACQUIT
the corner of 9th and Cedar (Cffiwhich mere men are never admiU Wise was bending over the stove, TED OS LIQUOR CHANGE;
^Mr. Lapish was a man of
Fear that the competitive bidlege ave.) streets Saturday. She ted, took place Monday night at
he was hit from behind with a
sort season.
ONE WOMAN ON JURY
ing dispositionand hia “good!
came from the Netherlands in 1886 Ann Arbor. It was in the nature screw-driver.Officers found the furding system might give the city a
Captain Herreatt states that the
ing” in a rich brogue was
truck of the lowest 'price, but not
She was 54 years old. - Note: With of a Valentine ball, and the grand nishings of the shanty badly disAlabama will be brought up to a FISH GAME CLUB BANQUET the exception of this small men
to hear. HS wu one of those j
of the highest quality, was expressRichard Belch, proprietor of the
march was led by Miss Catherine ordered. After struggling for some
par with the other two Americans
THIS FRIDAY NIGHT AT
stan till citizens that make for'
ed by Aid. Cornelius Kalkman, Sr.
tion, nothing more was given about
Log
Cabin
tavern in Grand Haven
Post
of
this
city
as
“queen
of
time,
his
assailant
tryed
to
lock
in every way. *
HOLLAND ARMORY
The decision to call for sealed
Mrs. Wykhuizen. She, however, hearts," and Leona Tirvkham of Wise in the shanty, but he broke township on US-31 near Agnew, fine American citizenship.
bids wu unanimous.
Mr. Lapish wu boyn in '
was the wife of one of Holland’s Ann Arbor as a "forget-me-not." out, only to be struck when he was acquittedof a charge of selling
Dr. Merton S. Rice, pastor of
Next week Wednesday is Prayer
* * *
England, Sept. 6, 1854, to Mr.
pioneer jewelers who had his jewliquor to a minor in Ottawa county
A
Maypole dance wound up the stepped outside.
Day
for Crops to be observed in MetropolitanMethodist Episcopal
Relative to this same matter the
elry shop in the home in which
When he regained consciousness, circuit court. The case went to the Mrs. Thomas Lapish. On Feh.
festivities.
Holland and vicinity. More will be church, Detroit, will talk on “A
police board entered with prolongMrs. Wykhuizen passed away. She
Wise
managed to get to the Holland jury of 11 men and a woman, at 4 1878. he married Sarah Arroll, frf
Dog’s
Worth”
at
the
17th
annual
found on the next page relative
• • •
ed discussionon the fire truck matwas a lady doctor, having received
survives.He wu preceded in
banquet of the Holland Fish and
Molenaar & De Goed have moved Rendering works, whence he was p. m. and two hours later it appearter Monday afternoon when the to the observance.
her degrees in the Netherlands, and
by one daughter, Bln. Mabl
o
Game
club in Holland armory at
into their new store at 46 East 8th taken for police headquarters for ed with the verdict.
board of police and fire commisshe had built up quite a patronage
Two motions for dismissal, one Schmid, who died in Se)
st. which is one of the most com- medical treatment.
The
book, “They Starve That We 6:30 p.m. tonight,Friday.
sioners met in their regular sesamong the women of this town In modious and completely furnished The coats taken at Ix>kker-Rut- Monday and another during the 1922. He wu a member of Gi
The usual plan of selling mei
May Eat,” on th<
sion in the office of City Clerk Osthe early days when women doc
trial yesterday, because of refer- Episcopal church where he
lem, was reviewed by Mrs. Wy- berships in the club and admitting
in the city. Note: The firm is still gers were valued at about $40.
car Peterson and talked over the
tors were few and far between; in
— o
ence to a previous convictionon the vestry-man for many yean.
nand
Wichers,
wife
of
the
Hope
members
to the banquet have been
located there, thirty years later.
method of buying the new fire
fact, her being announcedas a phyThe pallbearerswere: Roy 8
same
offense, were denied by Judge
CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL
AGAIN
college president, at the Third followed this year, but coupons for
• • •
truck for which council recentlyorsician created considerablecomenson, Otto P. Kramer, John
Fred
T.
Miles.
Mr.
Beich
was
aradmission
to
the
banquet
will
be
^church Woman’s MissionarysociOPENS
Twenty Years Ago Today
dered an item to be placed in the
ment in the city at that time. She
rested by Deputies William Van Et- Cley, Louis J. Vander Berg,
Mayor Nichodemus Bosch at the
next budget. Commissioners Fred ety Wednesday.“We’re Ameri- included on the membership card. was a fine woman and was loved
ta of Holland and Joe Boes of Zee- Frederickson, and Howard
cans,” a reading which dealt with By this means it will be possible
Kamferbeek and Herman Prins
by all who knew her. The funeral council meeting last evening gave
Holland Christian junior and sen- land after they had taken Elmer sine. The funeral services by
the
same
problem,
was
presented to sell memberships without banfavored submitting Fire Chief Cortook place at the Ninth Street his salary of $100 for the ensuing
by Mrs. Henry Steffens, Mrs. A. quet privileges after the celebra- Christian Reformed church where year to Holland hospital. It ap- ior high schools,which were dos- Hoeze, 19 years, Zeeland RFD, into Barnhart were impressive and
nelius Blom, Jr.’s proposal for a
ed Monday because of the flu epi- custody. Hoeze was not prosecuted, organ music by Mrs.
Borgman and Mrs. F. Bolhuis were tion tonight. Reservations are
ars that Mr. Bosch had been do- demic. were reopened Thursday.
$14,216.87 Seagraves Aerial truck
she attended.
but told the officers he bought Kuite and the offering “In
being limited to
y
hostesses.
ng this before.
to council immediately.Commisft
The closing was effected on the ad- draft beer, he thought, at the Beich Garden” by Miss GertrudeYoi
o
Toastmaster will be Major Henry
Fishing with nets in Black Lake
sioners John Donnelly, Cornelius
vice of City Health officer William place. Mr. Beich introducedevi- added to the solemnity of the
The Holland Fish and Game club Geerds, secretary-treasurerof the is quite an industry. Fine catches
Atty. George E. Kollen, one of Tappan, M.D., when it was discovSteketee and Andrew Hyma favordence to the effect that he sold no cuion. The floral tributes v
removed
approximately
eight tons Holland City Depositors Corp. are made every day. Note: As has the most prominent attorneys in
ed withholding action until the
ered that 60 of the 260 students draft beer. He was the only defense many and beautiful.
of carp from Big bayou, Lake Mac- Ernest V. Hartman will pronounce been repeatedly stated before, the western Michigan, pa-ssedaway at
joint meeting of the board's equipOther survivors besides the
were absent, and seven of nine witness.
the invocation. Dinner music will Holland City News fought net fish his home on West 13th st. after an teachers.
ment committee and the council atawa, Tuesday.
dow
are three married daught
August
Grams,
22,
Muskegon,
is
— — — o
be furnished by the Holland Ameri- ing for years. There was a time illness of some time. He was born
committee which Mayor Henry
Next Monday the Spring Lake on trial charged with breaking and Mrs. Bert Habing, Mrs.
can
Legion
band,
and
Eugene
F.
Aid
for
three
more
families
was
when no jury could be gotten to- in Overisel 48 years ago. He was schools are scheduled to reopen af- entering the Lillie store irvCoopers- F. Harris and Mrs. Joseph
Geerlings appointedto study the
graduate of Hope college and ter being closed for almost a week. ville and the larceny of a hunting man. all of Holland;five
matter. The latter three prevailed, voted by members of the Junior Heeter, director, will also lead the gethef to convict netters. The stock
phrase was “You’re simply holding University of Michigan law school. More than a fifth of the children in
and action was withheld. The ac- League at their meeting in the Wo- banqueters in singing.
chilaren; two brothers, Her
Club President Jacob Lievense the fish for the silk stocking re- He was a partner in the firm of Flint, or 7,000, were absent Tues- coat from the display.He was ar- of Barr River, Canada and Fred
tion of the common council is a man’s Literary club building Wedrested by the sheriff’s officers on
nesday
evening.
Plans
were
comwill
present
Major
Geerds.
John
sorters.'’It did not occur to the Diekema, Kollen
Ten Cate. day. Seven of eight schools in Lud- Doc. 28 and has been confined to of Sault Ste. Marie; and one
culmination of several weeks’ displeted for the annual style show, Khngenberg plans to show sound local citizensthat a dozen netters Funeral services were held Fridav
cussion.
ington were closed.Twelve Grand the county jail since having failed ter, Mrs. Mary Buchanan of
which will be presentedTuesday moving picturesof South Sea took all the fish. Hundreds of citi- afternoon,Rev. Paul P. Cheff, Rapids schools reported that 3,000
to produce bonds set at the ar- River.
before the Woman’s Literary club. Islands fishing, “The Devil’s Play- zens who fished for a mess finally pastor of Hope church, and Dr.
pupils were absent.
raignment before Justice Howard
Local firms are supplying the ground.”
found out they fished in an empty John E. Kuizenga of Western TheoTheodore Shea, 69, of Vii
Council
Erwin. Howard Fant, Grand Haven
clothing.
To assure the comfort of mem- lake. When that became apparent, logical seminary, officiating. Note: DANCES AT ANCHOR INN
park, died at his home Thui
attorney,
was
appointed
by
Judge
o
bers after the dinner, the armory augmented by tlie fact that re- Mrs. Martha Kollen, the widow,
TO BE HIGHCLA88 Miles as counsel for the respondent, morning. Funeral services
When City Clerk Oscar Peter- Mrs. Elizabeth Bouwman and air-conditioningsystem will be run sorters left a great deal of money still lives in the old home and many
when he declared to the court that been arranged for 9 a. m.
son reported “A quorum present, sons of Holland were in Zeeland at top speed to keep the air clear in Holland, convictions came fast years ago donated Kollen park in
he had no funds with which to em- day in St. Francis de Sales chi
Captain
Austin
Harrington,
who
Mr. Mayor,” at the opening of the Friday visiting Mrs. Bouwman’s of cigar and cigarette smoke, which and netting was stopped.What a memory of her late husband. Mayor
where the Rev. Fr. John M. We
ploy
an attorney.
through the decisionof Judge Fred
regular meeting of common council sister, Mrs. Henrietta Van Spy- has caused complaintsin past difference fifty years later, with the Nichodemus Bosch ordered the nag
dorp will officiate.Friends plan j
Unless
some
unforeseen
case
apWednesday night in the council ker, and mother Mrs. H, E. Oos- years, according to Joseph C. Rhea, Holland Fish A Game Club, with on the city hall at half staff as a T. Miles is to receivea license from pears, the jury will probably be dis- gather to recite the Rosary at T
the
Holland
Township
Board
for
chambers, city hall, Alderman John tendorp, at their home on Cherry chairman of the publicity com 900 members all on the alert for mark of respect to Mr. Kollen, who
charged following this case. There Shea home at 8:46 p. m. Ff
game violators.These members all had been city attorney for a num- his rustic dance hall just north of
Vogelzang And Edward Brouwer street. ^
Burial will be in Lakewood
mittee.
the Grand Haven Bridge on US-31, were but two criminal cases and
were absent. The latter appeared
Dr. Rice, the main speaker, was know what wholesale fishingwould ber of years.
no
civil jury cases, and hence but cemetery. He is survived by
wishes it emphatically understood
News has reached ZeeUnd that secured for the occasion three mean in a lake the size of Lake
later in the meeting, stated that
widow, Mrs. Jennie Shea; two
• •
little work for the jury panel.
he had been out of town, and afck- a baby girl arrived at the home of months in advance because of his Macatawa. There is simply no
The old blacksmith shop just that this hall is not to be used for
o
Chester of Detroit and Theodoi
cheap
dances
or
where
tippling
is
ed to be marked present.The clerk Mr. and Mrs. James Tysse, now immense popularity. At a recent argument.
north of the post office is being
A
Citizens
caucus
Wednesday
in Jr., of Alexander,la.; and
•
•
•
going on, but nothing but dances
did so. Mayor Henry Geerlings op- residing in Chicago. Mrs. Tysse meeting of the Century club here,
torn down and this old rookery will
Zeeland resulted in the following grandchildren.
Mr. Charles B. Harmon has purened the meeting with prayer and was formerly Miss Arloa Van Peurdo away with an eyesore since it by appointment from reputable peo- nominations:Mayor Gerrit Yntechased
a
Portland
cutter
from
Ben
ple
or
societies
of
high
order
will
(Continued on Page Four)
council rendered the Mlute to the sem of Zeeland.
condemned by the chief of the
ma, mayor; John Houma, Peter
A meeting of the comr
Van Raalte, the implement man. was
be scheduled.
fire department. Note: This was
Aag. .
Although there is still snow on the
Besides the dancing,there are Brill and Abe Post, aldermen; John which will be in charge of
* * «
the blacksmithshop of Westvelt
ground and the fag end of the winalso facilitiesfor refreshments, Volkers, supervisor; Ben Goozen, Michigan Christian Endeavor
Buildingpermits were granted,
brothers in the “horse and buggy”
vention in Holland June 22 to-!
ter season, Charley and his steed
and excellent cuisine accommoda- treasurer.
subject to the approval of the fire
days. It is stated that the first Holwas
held Wednesday night in
tions.
Mr.
Harrington
can’t
say
too
can be seen racing about with the
chief and the city engineer, upon
land Poultry Association was orThe Wesleyan Methodist church Reformed church, with Gi
emphatically that the hall will be a
new
outfit.
the motion of Aid. Albert P. Kleis,
ganized in that old blacksmith shop.
.• * *
place for people who want the best, Personal Workers class will meet Schuiling, general chairman,
seconded by Aid. Cornelius KalkThe association remained for at and nothing taudry will be allowed. Friday afternoon at the home of siding.
The
new
Grace church has inman, Sr.
least a quarter of a century and
Mrs. Green on West 14th St.
o
stalled a Moline pipe organ from
* * t
while it does not exist today, i
Walter F. Healy, Jr., of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Van TonMoline, in.,
aioune,
111., wnicn
which has
nas oi
87 new pipe&
had a great deal to do in promot geren
A five-light warning flasherunit
Mr. and Mrs. George Schuiling 1, claims examiner of the
eren of Holland visited friends in
for the new Open Diapason
Diapasoi and
mng at
ing the poultry industryaround Zeeland this week.
will be established this spr
have as their guests their daugh- ployment claims division of
Principal of their old organ. Note:
re MarHolland.
the point where the Pere
ter and son-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. Michigan Unemployment
ocated on
Grace church was first local
quette tracks cross Eighth St, M“Seeing Yourselves” was the ti- Kenneth R. Sandy of Flint, and sion in Ottawa and Allegan
the southwest corner of Pine ave.
21, at no cost to the city, according
Ten Years Ago Today
ties spoke Thursday morning
tle of a talk which Prof. Egbert their two children.
and 11th st. This structure burned
to a letter received from J. W. MillGerhardt De Jonge, president of Winter, head of the Hope college
plaining the compensationlawl
o- -------and the one on 9th st. near River
er, 'bridge engineer for the state
The 25th anniversary df his as- 28 local employers at a meet
ave. was erected and has been do- the council of Hope college,died education department, gave before
highway department The federal
Sunday at the age of 69. He had members of the Holland Lions’ club sociation with the park and ceme- the Mass building. A general
ing serviceever since.
government and the state highway
been a Reformed church pastor for at their regular meeting in the tery board was marked Thursday by was also held.
department will pay for the unit,
John Elfers of New Holland died 42 years and had been a member Warm Friend tavern Tuesday noon. John Van Bragt, superintendent of
the letter Stated. It was referred
of Hope college council for 37 years. “If each of us could have a mov- parks. After two yeare of wqj-k
at the age of 93 years.
A . divisionof the Hope
to the street committee.
ing picture of a day in our life, it with the department, he was nam- Women’s Aid society was
• • •
* * *
Helen Bosnian, daughter of Mr. would reveal many habits,” he said. ed assistant superintendent to the tained by Mrs. H. P. Harms,
P. Knooihuizen'and
wife of
and Mrs. Arend Bosnian, Piiie and He discussedsuch characteristicslate John Kooyers in 1916. In 1918 sisted by Mrs. H. S. Maentz
Aid. Benjamin Steffens reported
Holland were the happiest
14th st., graduate from the local
for the wayrand means committee
in the village,having recei
ambition, personal magnetism, he became superintendent, a posi- Mrs. Darid Boyd at the
tion which he has held ever since. home on East 23rd St, We
that the committee has received
brand new baby girl weighing ten high school last June, has recalved ideals, and loyalty,
r-o-r—
Projects wilh which he has been
offers for city-ownedproperty on
pounds, and every pound worth high honors at Michigan Stete col—
lege in the field of music after passA daughter was born Feb. 28 to associated with include the- itta* dayEast Eighth St. The matter was re$100. So says the correspondent.
.
ing a difficult . examination.She Dr. and Mrs. Walter J. Peterson rovement of Centennial and KolCar Vander Werf (
ferred to the ways and means committee, with power to act.
was chosen as a pupil of ’Louis of Manhattan, Kan., according to Fen parks, laying out Holland hos- Arendshorst of the
, / Forty Years Ago Today
Graveur, who receives only a Hm- word received here by Mr. and Mrs. pital grounds, replacing several of Ohio State Unlersity,
killed by gas along bus. Ohio, spent the week
s, Aid.
t
Under claims and
Joe Brewer,’ Ottawa county
number of pupils. Passing the Arend Bosman, Pine and 14th St hundred trees
10th St, early planting of tulips their families here.
H*
test entitles her to free lessons
has been
which subsequently
sequent]/ influenco
An oratoricalcontest Wednesday here,'......
plaw ofAld.
from this Metropolitan Opera artist
mVWhile in Holland Misa Boeman In Holland high school resulted in ed the founding of Tulip Time, • Joe and Donald!
mi- * ---- m.^._ * founding 0f Ritoview and Wind- ••trip to Florida)
•
studied voice in the Hope college • victory for Miss Joyce McCorand planning the new
rfehoo! of music. Note: Miss Bos- mick, whose oration was “Youth’s mill par
nian is now Mrs. Walter J. Peter- Chances." Miss Linnea Nelson, section of

Florida has produced 600,000
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Miss Margaret Randeia and Leon
N. Moody were judges 6f the con-
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Hope College
Means Great

Saturday at 10 a. m., Harold
End Cafe operator,
Mrs. Florence Poulias, 48, an employe, and William Vande Water,
DR. WYNAND WICHERS GIVES 54, Bill and Heinie's place operaFACTS AND FIGURES; WE tor, will be examined on charges
TAKE HOPE COLLEGE AS
of selling liquor to an intoxicated
A MATTER OF COURSE
person before Justice John Galien

(Established 1872)

‘2*-
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INSTRUCTION BALLOT

LOCAL NEWS
TVTfftmvTymfWYWY

Deal To City

"

110H-PARTISAK

Stull, 28, East

in connection with the case of Ger-

wm

<r «ut so

tm

all

City Clerk

the

l

City Assessor .

between election day and
day when those elected were

ought to be placed on the

I

. as aoon as possible.
Now we learn from the National
that a lot of people in

w

)n are beginning to think

the “streamlining” was over-

A member of

—

the judiciarycom> aeons to think that PresiI election dav must be ad-

of Holland.They have one

from November to some day
October, so that there will be

Primary Election in the several wards and precincts
in the City of HoUand on Monday, March 6, 1939, for
the purpose of voting on the following proposition:

PROPOSED CHARTER

John Spyker

i*•> vA'
M

.................

H. Van

.

: K
-v;

inauguration ceremonies start
And a number of members of
ngreas think that both those on
i way in, and those on
the way
, Bead more time to make adjust^ before the January session

DR.

Justice of the Peace

U

..........
........

(Four Year Term)

Raymond
Sam W.

(Vote For One)

L.

Miller

If

......

.... ..................

(Two Year Term)

Neil

Officer

u
u

....................

(Two Year Term)

• •

President of Hope College

an average was consideredthe
‘mBef that the amendment amount spent This amount could
be augmented by the expenditures
eliminated the “lame duck**
of
the faculty members, maintenan of Congress is itself a trifle

la other words, then is a grow-

•

........

FLAY TO BE GIVEN BY

C. E.

“Wdng

proposed amend-

in the

square opposite

word NO.
to the City

Charter has

Clarence A. Lokker

CHARTER AMENDMENT
Shall Section 5 of Title IV of the Charter of the City of Holland aa

Wm. Westrate

amended,be amended by strikingout the provision. which

limiti the City

Treasurer to hold office for a period longer than four years out of any
six? Said Section to read as follows:

Member Board of
Public Works

II

..................................

(Five Year

Term)

1

—

term of two years from the
Joe H. Geerds

first

Monday In

April of the year

when

elected, provided, however, that the city treasurer elected in 1937 shall

hold office for a one-year term, and thereafterthe city treasurer'soffice

1

shall be for a two-yearterm. Provided further,that there shall be no

Member Board of Police

James Borr

and Fire Commissioners
(Five Year

supervisor elected in 1937, and provided further, that in 1938, one super-

Term)

visor shall be elected for a term of one year and one supervisor for a
term of two years, and each year after 1938, one supervisor shall be
elected for a term of two years. The members of the Bosrd of Public
Works and the members of the Board of Police and Fire Commissioners
«hall hold office for a term of five years from the first Monday in April
of the year when elected.All officers, whether elected or appointed,
shall continue to serve until their respective succesoore have qualified
and entered upon the duties of their office except as in this Charter

John Knapp

(Vote For One)

John (Vaudie) Vandenberg

son,

Alderman, First Ward

....

Jacob Van De Ldne

otherwise provided.”

(Two Year Term)
Bernard J. Arendshorst

(Vote For One)

•

Albert P. Kleis

Miss Julia Schrotenboer was the
guest of honor last week Wednesday evening at a surprise shower
given in honor of her approaching
marriage to Julius Folkert at the
home of Mrs. Ed Schrotenboer.
“J.1?-, G«<>rge Brower, Mrs. Henry
Oldebekkmk, Mrs. Ed Tellman and
Mrs. Schrotenboer were hostesses.

Constable, First Ward ....
(Two Year Term)

]

Marinus Brandt
Polls will be open

Alderman, Second Vard
(Two Year Term)
Constable, Second Ward
(Two Year Term)

Alderman, Third Ward
(Two Year Term)
(Vote For One)
Constable, Third

Ward

(Two Year Term)

| |

........

U
u

Egbert Beekman

M.

U

Fred Galien

Cut Rate Drags
Holland's Busiest
Cornet River and

Dick Homkes

Drug Store

Eighth

(Two Year Term)

u

(Vote For One)

IRONIZED YEAST TABLETS ....................
59c
SMALL VICKS VAPO-RUB ......................................
27c
$1.00

Ben Steffens
Charles

Holland, Mich.

SATURDAY

SALE NOW ON THRU
Alderman, Fourth Wardx

City Clerk.

PECKS

Albert V. Faasen

William C. Vandenberg

(Vote For One)

7 A. M. until 6 P.

OSCAR PETERSON,

_ |

1

from

James A. Drinkwater

Vander Ven

$1.25

PERUNA TONIC

81c

..............................................

ADLERIKA ..........................................................
62c
$1.20 SCOTTS EMULSION ........................................
98c
PINT MILK OF MAGNESIA ....................................
16c
35c LIFE BUOY SHAVE CREAM ............................
21c
$1.00

Constable, Fourth Ward
(Two Year Term)

The building at 9-11 South Second street,Grand Haven, formerly
occupied by the Beers Motor Co.,
is being remodeled to accommodate
the A&P Super Market. It is expected to be ready for occupancy
about April 1. Announcementof
the establishment of a super market in Grand Haven was made by
Chester Hop, fermerlyof Holland,
now manager of the downtown
A&I store, Grand Haven.

Charles I. Dulyea

Alderman, Fifth Ward
the plot
Arthur J. Streur
the Count,” a three-act
.......
medy by Vivian Mayo, which will
(Two Year Term)
presented by the Holland ChrisPeter Huyser
Endeavorerunion as a recreaal project next Tuesday and
(Vote For One)
Mirch 7 and 8, at 8 p.
William H. Nies
in the Woman’s Literary club.
John Allison, the head of the
ise, is constantly at odds with
Bruce M. Raymond
«ister-in-law, Mrs. Laura How- related colleges.Students pay
Aid society sponsored
•
who came for a week end visit $56,000 in fees, and 100 out of town the third annual Washington banremained ten years, in the students living in dormitories and quet last week Thursday evening in
atime running the house and fraternity houses pay $5,346 room Christian High school gymnasium.
Constable, Fifth Ward
ling in it She has social am- and $15,000 board. There are 175 Warden Garrett Heyns of Ionia,
Martin Kolean
land through a friend invite* students living in boarding houses former Christian schools superin(Two Year Term)
___ Rinaldo to a party to be giv- in town, and at an average of $4 tendent, b poke. Toastmaster was
en in his honor.
a week, the students pay more Supt. John A. Swets. Community
Edward Prins
(Vote For One)
Tha Allison home is located in than $25,000 a year.
suipng was directed by the Rev.
country and a telegram statDwelling upon the financial G. Schoolland,accompanied by Miss
that the count, who formerly problems and the value to the Gladys Van Haitsma. Mrs. B. VeltPeter Van Langevelde
the invitation, will arrive city of Hope college, Dr. Wichers man introducedthe toastmaster.
i not delivered. Consequently when
said small colleges have suffered Miss Grace Schreur sang several
count does arrive, the head- from the depression more than vocal selections,accompanied by
Alderman, Sixth Ward
.ng Mrs. Howard takes him for the larger institutions. Required John Pott. John De Vries and WilGerrit Verhoef
i^butler and the count, after sev- services,at the same time, have iam Boer gave toasts to Washingattempts to correct her, finally increased, he added.
(Two Year Term)
ton and Lincoln, respectively.Mrs.
ies that it isn’t polite to interGeorge Damson
“Bad times, of course, have Clarence De Graaf gave a toast to
a lady and acts as the butler, sifted the good from the bad and the teaching staff, which was pres*
f. Allison to get even with his have caused the surviving good
ent, and Miss Fredericka De Jong
(Vote For One)
Henry Cook
r-in-law, arranges with the schools to make careful apprais- responded.Miss S. Jacobusseand
tuner to impersonatethe als.”
Miss Margaret Bouwsma played
and -an uproarious situation He said there are a million col- several piano duets. Edw. Brouwer
Ata. Joy Allison, daughter of the lege students in the United States
Herman Mooi
talked briefly. About 350 were
r-*» *nd PhyllisDumont,daughter and 1,000 colleges.There are 150 present.
two of the guests, who are much public institutions and fc50 priHenry C. Steketee
sensible than their parents, vate institutions,the 850 priTWrtly attracted to the real vate schools including 600 foursaid, but the amount would have
and piano tuner,
year colleges.
to be mainUined by the college to
l. Allison, John’s wife, is the
“Institutions supported by the
in the North Central associaNick Kolean
of woman who enjoys “poor Protestantchurch denominations stay
tion.
i . .
(Two Year Term)
‘iM and promptly faints and number 308. We are interestedin
her bed when something the small college, and particularly Dr. Wichers announced that the
collegehas been allotted time from
(Vote For One)
Martin Vander Vliet
suit her. Added comedy is the Protestant college.”
July 1, 1939, to June, 1941, for a
sd by Mrs. Thomas Dumont,
About 250,000 students attend dnve for funds.. Allotmentof time
z-9? + self-made millionaire, state universities, 250,000 attend
is made by the Reformed church
an obsession she is s great wrge private universitiesand 500,S**4"? .cwmty school teachers children and 10 great grandchilTer. Jimmy Howard, son of Mrs. 000 more must attend the small organizations sponsoring the colgathered in .Grand Haven Friday dren. s
lege.
kra, i* the easy going type who collegesof the country, he jtated.
for the annual teachers’ institute,
— ----- - ----"Money will be used to build a
drifts along and.doesn’t worry
Dr. Wichers pointed out that new fireproofbuilding for chemisattendedby more than 400. Dr.
fflBytMng.
JUDGE MILES SENDS LOCAL
public institution*are supported
igene B. Elliott,state superintry, bioloflr and phyflft departVan Harn of Bentj^eim was
MAN TO PRISON
tk composed of John Al- 72 per cent by public funds, 22.5 ment.
ident of public instruction,- Dr.
J Scholten; his wife, Len- per cent in fee«, and the rest by
lone of the delegates to the Holland
a
A.
De
Young
and
Falon
Risk
“We’ve got to Increase the enam their daughter, Myrtle endowment or gifts.
FranklinKolk, 24, and Kenneth
spoke. All Country and city schools
dowment by the amount of money classis meeting at Harlem.
Mrs. Laura Howard, BetDr. Wichers explained that Hope
Vandenberg, 21f. Holland R. R. 2
were closed for the dsy, .
spent to maintain the expendi*>
•
kw* euy-fomf son, collegemust maintain a competent
were sentenced to Jackson prison
• *
I
De Witt; th? piano staff to retain Hs rating in the ture” he said. “We'll have to sell
by Judge Fred T. Miles for a term
the clubs of Holland the idea that
Hwoid
vnnenbcrK
merai services for
xor Peter
reter Mc- of one year to five years. They were
Holleman; the count, No1**} Central association . of
ofprenthe have moved into the Funeral
Hope
is worth something to HolBerena home at Bentheim.
»: Dr. Langford,Ar- schooU. “Schooling at first meant
Millan
»n, 83, Allendale pioneer, were charged with unlawfullydriving
land, and not only in a monetary
>; Thoipas Dumont, Gir- a teacher on one end of the log,
held Saturday
S_.r
at his horns and in away an automobilebelongingto
way.
We
must
make
people realize
plp; his wife, Norms and a student on the other. Now,
hdaie- Reformed church. Mr. George Moeke of Zeeland. The
Fred H. Den Herder, county Allendale
that a lot of the culture of the
daughter, Ruth
treuurer, received $32,728.12 in McMillan died Thursday at His car was wrecked^ in the vicinityof
* library and laboratory
Md, Doris Eby.
facilities. W* .need intercollegiate
of^tacolfege d°e 40 the preMnce state primary money, for schools home. He and Mrs. McMillancame Zeeland. Frank M. Bolles of Alleis coaching and intramural sports. We are now
from the state treasurer last week to Allendale 59 years ago. Surviv- gan was sentenced to Jackson, for
“It is up to the citizensof Holto prodnetion considering a health service.”
ing are the widow, Mary Anne; five a term of from four to seven and
land, those in the churches, fmd
and Charles
sons, Duncan of Sault Ste. Marie, a half years. He stole an automoIt was pointed out t h a t 67 those interested,to support an inmanagers; schools of the country in a report stitution that
Tom of Montana,Charles and Ernie bile from Dekker Chevrolet comMr. and Mrs.'ltlchard Talsma of of AUendale and Wilfred of Spring
Peg Van Ust year, spent $769 a student. The
of Holland. The Allegan counBorculo recently announced the
has been charged with a
democracy
heir daughter,
offense before. Therefore
Mistaken identities form

this

“Section 5. The mayor, city clerk, assessor,city treasurer,city attor-

—

explained that 25 per cent
of the college endowment is invested in local real estate and
mortgages.“The college owns 16
acres of campus and buildings
worth $1,000,000,the chapel costing $400,000 alone. Except for
Van Raalte hall and the chapel,
Holland has not shared in the expense of construction,he stated.
“At Hope college the percentage
of students coming from out of
town is greater than other church

mark (X)

the

ney, health officer, constables and Supervisors shall hold office for the

wv

He

you desire to vote against

The following amendment
been duly proposed:

W. M. Tappan

(Vote For One)

ance of the school, and endless purand needs an operation,
chases of material, most of it lois net especiallysurprising.
cally spent
' and mom or less poliriThe anndal college 'payroll,also
am quite apt to turn
Dons Oldebekkink and Myrtle
that way.
Klokkert were in charge of games,
at which Julius Folkert, Gertrude
Aitcani ms iikvvft laigci/
LY OF PRATER FOR CROPS
Tellman, Juliet Kooiker, Benjamin
through public expense, Hope colSchrotenboer, Mrs. Gerrit Lampen
lege must depend upon its endowand C1?r€nce Schrotenboer won
*Taygri>ayobservance,through ments, its church help, and from pnzes. The bride-to-be was given
other sources not derived from puba rocker and a lamp. Refreshments
day, March A has bees set aside lic tax.
were served.
“Church
related
schools
depend
the annual Iky of Prayer. This
--- ae-bonomd carton in 25 per cent on private funds, 23
City Clerk Oscar Peterson reper cent on endowments and 40 ceived an application for a buildi dty aad in other dries in the
per
cent
on
fees,
with
little
or
no
in fact, it has being permit Monday from the City
public funds contributed.”
an Institution.
Rescue Mission, which plans to
Hope has an endowment of make inside repairs at a cost of
In Holland, due to Wednesday af$800,000,
which
at
6
per
cent
VAvv.
~mpon closing by the merchants
the dfty, no “doting" cards will brings $48,000, but at 4 per cent
displaced. A number of the brings only $32,000.
After a month in Florida, Mr.
chas in this dtv and vicinity “When the rate drops, we can't and Mrs. G. Klaasen and Mr. and
Brva the day either in get the state to make up the dif- Mrs. J. Klaasen returned here on
afternoon, or evening de- ference, but must make the fac- Monday.
ullg take the loss,” he said.
fhis observationof Day of
ie analyzed the situationof the
March 17 Dr* Otis Fuller of the
.for crops barks hack to the college in the community. “If Wealthy Stfeet Baptist church,
when Dr. Van Raalte and his an announcement were made that Grand Raoids, will speak at a pubrm set foot on the shores of Hope was moving out of town, lic meeting in Six* Reformed
Imke, and its observance has something would be done about church under the auspices of the
constant, and is a beautiful it,” he said. “But now, the college Men s Brotherhood.
of religiousworship.
is taken as a matter of course.
i

the square opposite

........

City Attorney ....... ...............
(Two Year Term)
........

Health

the

De Cook

present provided),

six, as at

you will place a mark (X) in
word YES. *

Smith

ment, you will place a
Supervisor

many term* as the

people desire to elect him (and not be restricted to

Edward Brouwer

four years out of any

®B^nae their residencein
Holland until Mr. Grond finds a
suitable home in Muskegon and
then they wil move there. Mr. Grond
was bom in Holland but moved
away with his parents whpn a lad.

WYNAND WICHERS

to provide that the city treasurer shall

be permitted to hold office for as

(Vote For One)

amending the City

desire to vote in favor of

Charter so as

,

Ark

Spencer Grond. Mrs. Grond and son

'a time to settle contests, quesejection fraud, et&, before

H you

AMENDMENT

'

1

_ of

hereby given that » Special Election

will be held in conjunction with the Non-Partisan

(Two Year Term)

the intervening years, he has been
located with the Holland store and
this is his first transfer.He has
been acting as assistant manager
for the past six years at the Holland store which recently moved
to the present location.Mr. Earl
Price, manager of the Holland store
states that he has not been advised
who will be transferred here to
replace Mr. Grond. Mr. Grond came
here from Lafayette, Ind. He married the former Elizabeth De Vries

was argued that people given

It

is

you desire to vote jg|

Pieter

Muskegon where he has become assistant manager of the company’s
store there. Mr. Grond has been associated with the Penney company
since the summer of 1926 when he
joined the firm in Holland. During

contention that too long a period

1939

6,

of

left

W

St., assistant manager of the local
J. C. Penney Co. store, River Ave.
and Eighth street, Holland left for

changed the date for the
inaugurations, and for
adrant of a new Congress, was

the

at

...........

.....

(Vote For One)

Harry Grond, 89 West Ninth

Amendment

.....

the square

Oscar Peterson

Surprising

Constitutional

Monday, March

or election to be voted for in

(Two Year Term)

• • •

:

ELECTION NOTICE

1929

4,

NOTICE

i

One of the main arguments for

nominationand,

To rote for a person, nurk Sin
the aame of the person for whom

1791

Not at

March

th# 6 Wardi, City of Holland, Mich.

Dr. Wynand Wichers, president rit Klingenburg, who recently
of Hope college, gave a very clear- pleaded guilty to an intoxication
cut and understandable resume of charge.
what Hope college meant to this
• • •
communityin dollars and cents.
J. Oliver Lampen, son of Prof,
From a monetary standpoint it
means a great deal, much more and Mrs. A. E. Lampen of 86 East
"EwrrMM iktmU mmp Mon hit moi than the average citixenrealises. 14th St, will be valedictorian of
Mr. Wichers based his figures the Hope college senior class in
purely
on a commercialbasis, and June, Prof. Thomas E. Welmers,
MICH
registrar, announced this week.
did
not
estimate the value of the
ft-Aaodationd Licensed
Clifford
Reiser of Byron Center,
culture, the educationaladvanAutomobile Manufacturwith an average pf 2.86 out of a
•n orgaruwd. 1903.
tages, and the high moral tone
possible8, will be salutatorian.Mr.
$-Dh3— was issued or> that H gave to Holland, and the Lampen, the brother of Miss Barclose-knit
relationship
it
had
with
ganizlna th# Pauliit
bara Lampen, the salutatorian last
the founding of our city and the
Fathera. 1858.
year, achieved a perfect record, 3,
living up to the religious princi7— flnt N*w YorkLondon
achieved only once before in the
les and fundamentals that our
radio talk was mode,
rebearersmade as their stan- history of the college. Calvin Vander Werf, *87, alto was rated a
dards when they created a city on
perfect 8— all A*b. Mr. Lampen is
l-Union PacificRailroad this beautiful spot on Macatawa a member of Blue Key National
Bay.
was coan>l«t*»d.1069.
Dr. Wichers gave his discourse Honorary fraternity, and. is vice
president of the senior class. Both
before the Rotary club at Warm
t-Th* Monitordefealsd th#
he and Keizer will be listed in the
Friend tavern.
Mstrimac. 1062
1939 Who’s Who in American ColIn giving his review, Dr. Wichleges and Universities.Of the first
ers pointed out that the expendiIS-FirU certified milk was
10 on the Hope honor roll, all may
tures of the student body collecdfllvtiwl1891
be listed as residents of Holland
tively during a single year would
and vicinity.They are: Lampen,
amount
to
at
least
$150,000,
and
11— An act »o found th#
3.00; Keizer, 2.86; Lois Voorhorst,
that is a very conservative estiUnited States Nary was
pass#d
.. mate, and what is more, the larger 2.76; Willard De Groot, 2.72; Jean
part comes from the outside of Hoekje, 2.69; Donald Warner, 2.68;
John Olert, 2.54; Robert Donia, 2.Holland. $400 for each student on
53; Alice Munro, 2.49; and Jay
Folkert, 2.45.
T
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Election,
Ltat of candidate* for

Special

U

^Eunice

JERGENS LOTION

50c

39c

............................................

FITCHS SHAMPOO ..............................................
49c
PONDS CREAMS ..................................................
22c
BARBASOL SHAVE CREAM ............................
48c

75c
35c
75c

75c

HALEYS MO
GOLD MEDAL HAARLEM

60c

JAD SALTS

$1.00

64c

........ .................

OIL

48c

..................

39c

............................................................
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—
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TWO-FISTED STRENGTH:

Strong Arguments

GfitATtt

KarninRs!) is protectedby
Federal Savings- Loan Insurance to $5,000.00,absolutely
against loss to you. Strong

u

|
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OTTAWA COUNTY
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arguments for Saving w

INSURED

j

SAFETY

Ottawa County Bldg.

& Loan

CLOCK

Ass n.

Incorporated under the laws of the State of Michigan

UNDER THE

,

f

- Profits are graatly enhanced for all who Save with us—
because losses are avoided by
our investmentpolicy which
is Federal-Statute regulated.
Then, every dollar you accumulate here (in Savings and

PHONE

2205

•

CRANBERRY

PREMIUM

WHITE OAK
Very

THIRD VEIN

POCAHONTAS

Low Ash

WHEN

IT

COMES TO

COAL
PHONE

4125-6

LEMMEN COAL

PREMIUM

KENTUCKY

CO.
SOLVAY

/

.

8AUGATUCK OES MARKS

•

SSTH ANNIVERSARY

1939

See the new

ABC

Washers

&

Backwoods Tales

Villain of

The local OES
its thirty-ninth

nesday evening ..
temple. A special birthday program
honored the chapter’s first officers
and a supper was served. Douglas;
and Fennville chapter members
were specialguests.

Ironers

at

Steketee’s Tire Store
170 River Ave.
Corner Seventh and

ZUTPHEN
r

Your Frigidaire Dealer

River

Holland, Mich.

«•

Hawaiian Messengers of
Rapids gave a very interesting musical program at the local
church on Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ringewohl

GEERDS & ROSEBERRY
ABC Dealer -

of Hudsonville were guests of their
father and brother and sister, Mr.

Bert Nynhuis and Mr. and Mrs.
Corneal Rynbrandt recently.
The Young Peoples society was
Phone
Next to Colonial
Holland
led by Rev. S. Vroon. Musical selections were given by Miss Lula
Art* on the vibra haro.
The Ladies Aid met Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Grace Schoons and Blnee the National Wildlife federation’sannual stamp lerles is to Made
Mrs. Jennie Van Spyker were hos• complete cnHery of familiar mammals, birds, trees end flovera, one of
tesses -for the afternoon.
Amerioa’i best known beesU of prey baa a place In the 1991 aheeta. The
Mr. and Mrs. John Kamer of
cougar, alio known aa puma, panther,mountain lion and catamount,has a
Forest Grove visited their children,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Veltema on terrifying reputation, largely becanee of It* blood-chilling voice. But the
cougar doee not prey on human beinga, although a deadly enemy of deer.
Thursday.
Morgan SUnemets painted this cougar portrait that appears amoni the
Mrs. Julius Dannenberg of Bent
heim spent a few days at the home 80 WildlifeWeek atamp subject!.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Zwiers.
Local ladies attended the World Klompenbergentertained with a
Mich. Bell
npany
Day of Prayer at the Forest Grove miscella ineous
_____ shower
_ _____
_________ _
honoring
Reformed church on Friday. Mrs. Miss Clara Meeter on last ThursExtends its
Its Service
Sei
Henry Poppen of Amoy, China, was day evening. Those present were
• • •
Matinees Daily at 2:30
the speaker for the afternoon.
Clara Meeter, Hilda Aukema, EmOperating revenues of the MichContinuous Daily Starting 2:30
Evenings — 6:30 and 7:45
Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing ma Visser, Beatrice Slager, Betty igan Bell TelephoneCompany for
'
Price Change— 5^)0
Continuous on Saturday
were visitorsat the home of Mr. Lubbinw, Pauline Koster, Ger- 1938 totalled$40,116,000,or 1.1%
and Mrs. John Ensing of Forest trude Poortenga, Alida Poortenga, less than in 1937, while operating
Price Change— 5:00
Grove on Tuesday.
Louise Ter Haar,
Ha
Jeanette Van expenses, exclusive of taxes, were
Friday and Satvday, March 3, 4
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Heyboer Noord, Hermina Kunnen, Eliza- $25,334,000, or substantially the
Friday and Saturday,March 3, 4
motored to Wisconsinto visit Rev. beth Van Noord, Janet Slager, same as in 1937, according to the
and Mrs. Titus Heyboer.
Elizabeth Van Rhee, Grace Petroel- annual report of operations, subMr. and Mrs. Brower and Doro- ie, Betsy and Josie Van Klompenmitted to the annual meeting of the
thy visited Mrs. John Pohler and berg. The bride-to-bereceived stockholders in Detroit Thursday,
“CALIFORNIAFRONTIER" Henrietta on Friday afternoon.
many useful and beautiful gifts. February 9, by George M. Welch,
Mrs. Wm. Roon returned to her
with
Criminal
president. Operating taxes of $6,home after being cared for at the
364.000 were 6.9 per Ctnt greater
Buck Jones
. with
home of her children, Mr. and Mrs.
than for 1937, requiring 13.3 per
“PERSONS
IN
HIDING”
John Brinks of Jenison where she
The “Dead End” Kids
cent of the operating revenues and
with
was confined to her bed with the
equaling $8.09 per telephonein
Added — “Unusual Occupations,”
flu.
Patricia Morrison
service, compared with $7.95 in
Musical, Comedy and News
Added— Episode No. 15 of Serial Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess 4444444444444444W4444444444444444»1937 and $5.83 in 1929.
GUEST NIGHT-Saturday,
visited at the home of Mr. Bert
Net income amounted to $7.04
“Flaming Frontiers”
March 4
Ensing and family of Jamestown.
March 5, 1939.
per share, compared with $7.82 in
a
a
o
“BOY MEETS GIRL”
1937. Dividends paid were $6.60
Monday and Tuesday, March 6, 7
Peter Preaches to Gentiles— per share (6*4 per cent) and a
JAMESTOWN
with
Acts 10:30-48.
balance of $677,000 was transferred
James Cagney and Pat O’Brien
« * *
to surplus, of which $179,000 was
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jansma
Henry Geerlings
reserved for possible refund of
•
•
•
londay, Tuesday and Wednesday,
and children of Grand Rapids visintrastatetoll revenues.
On first thought it is somewhat Slight gains in telephones were
ited Mr. Bert W. Ensing and famMarch 6, 7 and 8
ily on Wednesday evening.
difficult to understand why Peter
made the first five months and
Mr. Raymond Van Haften was was so narrow-minded. He who had moderate gains the last five months
with
taken to the Butterworthhospital lived so intimately with the broadof the year, with heavy losses in
on Wednesday for X-rays. Although minded Jesus seemed to be little
John Barrymore and
June and July. Total gain for the
with
still confined to his bed he is much affected by such a contact. In
year was 21,254, compared with
KatharineAlexander
Eleanor Powell and Robert Young
improved.
spite of the “Go-ye-into-the-world”
64,54C in 1937. The company had a
Added—
News,
Comedy,
Musical
Mr. and Mrs. James Vander command of the great Master, Pe- total of 680,225 telephones in servAdded— Scenic, March of Time and
and Novelty
Bunte and son of Grand Rapids ter still had the outlook upon the ice at the end of the year, or 10,News
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Hol- world of a Jew, still was in posses-

*

Exclusive

2660

1

Theatre

HOLLAND COLONIAL

BEST SPARK PLUGS

s

Com

A

new

substantial

tire

We

handle new batterierand re-charge old ones,

carry

home radios, tri cycles for children,flash

lights, etc.

Agents

for the celebrated Firestone Tires

for autos or trucks.

•

't

’kE:

• 4

' 11

......

m-

STEKETEE’S TIRE STORE
Holland/Mich.

Phorie2040

River and Seventh St.,

A

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

-

on a

basis. We sell auto accessaries, includirtgcar radios.

VULCANIZING

Double Feature

,

Feel safe rolling along

\ -2?

.

They Made Me

0

Let us take care of your driving needs for4 spring.

SUPPLY OF USED TIRES ALWAYS ON

HAND

-

The Great Man
Votes

Honolulu

I

’

HEINZ®

539 under the peak which was

leman on Sunday.

sion of his parochialmind, still reached in May 1930. Daily local
filled full of race prejudices,
calls averaged 3,240,000,or about
ployed as housekeeper at the home still was obsessed with the idea of
equal to the 1937 figure.Long disof Mr. Carl Ter Haar of Beverly. Jewish superiority, still believed
tance messages for the year were
Several local young people at- that the Jews were the favored of
26.165.000or 1,109,000less than in
Feature
Can 1 Cheat
tended the Golden Chain union at God.
1937.
This condition of the apostle is
the Beaverdam Reformed church
“BOY TROUBLE”
Gross additions to plant during
on
Thursday
evening.
The
main
somewhat
disappointing
to uwwhen
with
1938 amounted to $12,310,000,respeaker was Rev. Ernest of Hud- we think of the training the man sulting in net additions of $3,467,Charles Ruggles
sonville. The banner was awarded had and the visions that were giv000, and bringing total plant investwith
“HEART OR THE NORTH”
the South Blendon society.
en him by Jesus, the vision-lend-ment at the end of the year to
Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Vander
er,
but
we
ought
not
to
be
too
sewith
$188,890,000,or $278 for each teleand W. C. Fields *
Sloot and Darlene and Mrs. Hub- vere with Peter. He had no mono- phone in service.
Dick Foran
bard of Grand Rapids visited Mcs. poly on-thisstate of mind. We have
Added— News and Short Subjects
During 1938, the company enterAdded— News
Paul Ensing and children and Mr. plenty of it today in the world and
ed into an extensive program of
and Mrs. John Rillema and daugh- the church. Many are inflicted with plants and aervice improvement in
ter on Saturday^
this same narrow-mindednessand
small communities and rural disSherwin Hungerink and Vera much more that is unlovely in tricts, in recognitionof the importHuizenga of Beaverdam were en- those who claim to be the follow- ance of high quality service in
tertained by Mr. and Mrs. Har- ers of Jesus who loves all men. those communities, not only to
Holland, Mich., Feb. 3,
student helpers
...........7.18
old Peuler on Tuesday evening.
Their minds are alive with race local customers but to all telephone
Washington*.......... 40.00
Misses Betsy and Josie Van hatreds. They are running over users who are interested in the
_ The Board of Educationmet in Cook—
Milton Bradley Co ........
4.35
with the spirit of arrogance. They rural market. That program is to
regular session and was called to Fris Book Store .............
rrnx? 4.35
are overbearing in their assumpt- be a continuing one. As part of the
order by the President.
New York Scientific Co
1.35
ions of race superiority. Their plan new dial offices were installed
• * ' TimmiMr .....
'
A. Steketee & Sons .....
9.90
miods are bound about with paro- at 22 points during 1938. They are
Members all present.
Peter .A........
Selles ..................
2.00
chialism.
A
world
mind
is
foreign
Trustee Lampen opened with Suipenor Sport Store ........ 12.80
at Athens, Birch Run, Cedar
to a great many people.
prayer.
Springs, Dexter, Fenton, Fife Lake,
J. Verhulst ........................
.10
It is rather sobering and at the Flushing, Fulton, Holt, Jonesville,
The minutes of the previous Van Putten Grocery ........ 67.24
same time amusing how charita- Martin, Livonia, Mt. Morris, Mulli®®*£ing were read and approved. Mich. School Service ........ - 4.53
ble we become and humble when ken, Napoleon, Nashville,VermontThe committee on Schools sub- A. J. Nystrom Co ........... 4.57
Next regular meeting Thursday, we begin to take inventory of our ville, Rochester, Potterville, Whitmitted the calendar for 1939-40.
S. S. Kresge Co .................2.91
March 9, 7:45 P. M. Lunch. Ladies own stock of bigotry and prejudic- more Lake, Wayland, and Willis.
Trustee Lampen supported by
Music
Auxiliary meets same night same es and hatreds and superman ideas
Trustee Van Lente that the reGeo. C. Divers Music
80.00 time in the G.A.R. room, city hall. and all the rest that causes us to
port be adopted. Carried.
Miesaner Music Co ......... 39.54
Expires Mar. 18—16316
suffer from inflamation of an ex* * «
•Same committee recommended Abram R. Killinger ........7.00
aggerated
ego.
There
are
some
the purchase of 10 new Sewing
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Booster Plates are going fine
Knapp Poole Co ................. 429.OO
church members in this day of marMachines at a cost of $480.00.
The Probate Court for the CounEdu. Music Bureau ........ 24.91 now. Won’t be long now and we’ll velous grace who will not see that
ty of Ottawa.
Moved by Trustee De Koster Silver Burdett. Co.
all have them.
4.59
* • *
Japanese and Chinese and Negroes At a session of said Court, held
Mpported by Trustee Kollen that Lokker Rutgers Co.
6.48
the report be accepted. Carried, FechheimerBros ............... WMW.WW
We hear that our membership have as big a claim on the Jove of at the Probate Office in the City of
iros ...............
396.00
ph°ose
all members voting aye.
Grand Haven in said County, on
drive has a good start. Althuis and God as we white Americans.
Meyer Music House ........ 88/75
Peter should not have needed the 24th day of February, A. I).,
The committee on Buildings Tony
Wojahn
are
right on the job to
Smith a...............
........
such an experience as his strange 1939.
and Grounds recommended the ButterfieldMusic Co ....... 13.50 start things going.
1.60
vision on the house top and such
purchase of drapes for the Senior
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa» « •
Gamble Hinged Music Co.
25.92
a contact as he had with Cornelius, ter. Judge of Probate.
High School at a cost of $580.00.
Remember,
we
all
owe
it
to
our
Equipment
the Gentile, to bring him to the
Moved by Trustee Van Lente
In the Matter of the Estate of
organization to get new members conviction that God has no favorsupported by Trustee Olert that Horner Bros. Woolen
George W. McBride and Martha
and bring back all the old mem- ites. The man who went to such a
t® report be adopted. Carried all Mills
^i.iv
E. McBride, Deceased.
47.70
bers.
school of spiritualtraining as was
members voting aye.
Peck, Stow & Wilcox ........ 22.64
Charles H. McBride having filed
• * *
his privilegeto attend should have in said Court his first and final adLibrary
The committee on Claims and
Don’t miss the meetings now. had a little more hospitalityin his
Accounts reported favorably on The Book Nook ,•••••••••••••••«
ministration account, and his peti2.30
Election of officers is soon on hand. gospel
el heart for those who were tion praying for the allowance
D. C. Heath Co.
the following bills:
.68
So
be on hand to do your stuff.
Born outside of the chosen neo
people. thereof and for the assignment
Bills to be allowed by Board New York Times •••••••••••••a
4.60
« « •
But while we are saying this we and distributionof the residue of
Magazines ................
of EducationFeb. 9, 1939.
•-••••••••••••••••••
3.40
Sorry to hear that the Sas’ are ought to remember that racial insaid estate.
Gavli and Attendance Secretary Health Publications
2.40
laid up with the flu.
heritances and environmentalexPrinting
It is Ordered, That the 28th day
Salarie8
— .....................
$ 224.15
• * *
periences and religioustrainingare of March, A. D., 1939, at ien o’Office Supply
Sam Bingham’sSon
If at all possible write or see not easily extracted from our clock in the forenoon, at said ProMfg. Co ..................
MultistampSales Co ......... 1.27
16.75
YI7TE know Heinz Chicken Noodle Soup is saCo........ 37.00 Mrs. Sena Maatman who is confin- minds.
Holland Printing Co
bate Office, be and is hereby ap~ .. Telephone
vory, deliciousand satisfying—because we
All honor, however, to Peter— he pointed for examining and allowMich. Bell Telephone Co... 31.55 Associated Truck Line ...... .55 ed at the SoldiersHome hospitalat
Grand Rapids.
learned the lesson of his strange ing said account and hearing said
make it that way. And when we asked hundreds
Janitors’Salary
u
?oard ExP*nse
vision and he was man euoght <0 petition;
of women all over the country to compare it by
Holland Evening Sentinel 22.12 f'ebroary salaries .............. 1,634.50
Mrs. Peter Siersma of the V.F.W. confess where confession was diftaste with other brands, we knew they’d rank it
Secretary
Building Supplies, Light, Power
It is Further Ordered, That PubAuxiliary will have a fun party ficult that he was wrong. Big man
lic notice thereof be given by pubhigh. But the preference expressed for Hemr
..................................
20.85 Central Hardware .......
2.75 at the home of Mrs. P. Wojahn
that he was, he let a new idea come lication of a copy hereof for three
Board of Public Works ..
Chicken Noodle Soup by 8 out of 10 was amazing
465.67 Tuesday afternoon, March 7. Bring
Teachers’ Salary
Into his mind and drive out the old successive weeks previous to said
Board of Public Works,
even to us! Yet that was their verdict!
February Salaries T ........... 17,484.00
your
friends.Everybody invited.
one that had been giving him a day of hearing in the Holland City
water ..... ........................
216.69
V.F.W.
Fun
Party
Friday
night.
Text Books
poor and unworthy notion of God. News, a newspaper printed and
Heinx Wins First Ploca
D
ComPany ........ 15.98
As soon as his idea of man broad- circulatedin said County.
The Book Nook .................. 67.45 Ed Prms
..............
2;10
Everywhere, the story was the same! We went
ened his idea of God grew. We
D. C. Heath Co .................4.71
Cora Vande Water,
to principalcities throughoutthe country -New
;; ,Ye ,I8t .........................
20
Expires Mar. 18—17750
might do well to wonder how some
Amer. Education Press .... 2o!oo Holland Super Service .... 3.90
Judge of Probate.
York, Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit, for inof the old and ugly prejudices that A true copy:
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Allyn ft Bacon Co .............1.67 Holland Electric Co ....... 22.01
stance. We tested church groups, school groups,
•re
taking
up
so
much
room
in
The
Probate
Court
for
the
Coui
Row Peterson Co ............. 10.79 Quality Millwork .............. 1.66
Harriet Swart,
women’s groups of all kinds. And 8 times out of
our minds are to
w be driven out.
*/Uv.
Doubleday Doran Co.
Register of Probate.
2.15 Procter ft Gamble Co ..... - 17.64 ty of
10 Heinz Chicken Noodle Soup was enthusiastiAt
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
What
great
interventions
of
ProvGinn A Company .....
Other
Operating
Expense
71.00
cally awarded first place.
idence
will
be
necessary
before
we
Scott Foresman Co.
P.
B.
Cast
Co
.....................
I8.12
at
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
Expires March 4
62.59
^land McNally Co. ...
.............13.72 of Grand Haven in the said County can see things as they are and
Try Heinz Chicken Noodle Soup soon! You'll
1.66 Model Laundry
In
the
District Court of the UnFris Book Store .......
on the 23rd day of Feb., A. D., evaluate men at their true worth ?
relish the tender chicken morsels and rich egg
3.00
Fu«1
ited
States
for
the
Western
Dis1939.
Peter, having seen the meaning
I* W. Singer Co ......
noodles. You, too, will give your vote to Heinz!
13.98 Teerman Van Dyke Co ..... 257.66
KINDS
trict of Michigan, Southern DiviBoard of IMucation,
Present, Hon. Core VandeWateiJ of his new experience, seizes the
Pere MarquetteR. R ......... 556.76
c-«oc
sion—
In
Bankruptcy.
opportuniaybefore him to preach
Aberdeen ...............
2.50 Carrs Fork Sales Co ....... 266.44 Judge of Probate.
Joshua
Shagonaby,
Bankrupt
No.
Houghton
..............
15.00
In the Matter of the Estate of Jesus. It was a unique situation
rf
- ---- Mifflin Co
34.20 Gerrit Kraght
for this apostle to be in. To be 7690.
Zaner Bloser Cp ............... 308
Gerrit Hamper, Deceased.
Interest
To the creditorsof Joshua ShagAmerican Book Co.
It appearing to the court that preaching Jesus to Gentiles was
2.78 Northern Trust Co __________250.00
not In his purview of things hith- onaby, of Holland, County of OttaX C. Winston Co ...........
20.87 Michigan Trust Co .......... 625.00 the time for presentation of claims
wa, and district aforesaid.Notice is
in said district, on the 14th day of tice is hereby given that on the
The Oldest Dour Knocker
Manual Arts
Peoples’ State Bank
.....4,330.00 against said estate should be lim- erto. But it must be said to his
hereby givM that on the 8th day
credit
that
he
preached
on
this
ocgu&ene Dietrgen Co .........
The oldest door knocker in exist- March, 1939, at 11 a. m.,. eastern 20th day of February, 1930, tho
Bonds
ited, and that a time and place be
2.00
Nienhuis was
Boihuis Co» ........................ 147.58 MichiganTrust Co ........ X. 10,000.00 appointed to receive, examine and casion with fervor and spiritual of September, 1938, the said Joshua ence is said to be the sanctuary standard time, at which time the said Eildert Wm. Nie
passion. He forgot racial lines and Shagonaby was duly adjudged knocker on the north door of the said creditors may attend, prove duly adjudged bankrupt, and tha/
White Bros. Elec. Co .......
1.00 Peoples’ State Bank ........14,000.00 adjust all claims and demands
bankrupt, and that an order has
their claims, examine the bank- qn order has been made fixing the
Luasky White Co .............
2.77
against said deceased by and be- national exclusiveness.He burst
been
made fixing the place below nave of Durham cathedralEng- rupt, elect a trustee and transact place below named as the place
F
*
*
Upk”P
the
bonds
of
Jewish
complacency
Carroll Meeuwsen ............
30.00 F. & T. Bouwman . ..........
1.50 fore said court:
land
<1133-1140). The design sugsuch other business as fttajr prop- of meeting of creditors and
and he rose above the little area named as the place of meeting of
212.15 Boihuis Co ................ .......
19.02
It is Ordered, That creditors of
gests Scandinavian origin.
that the first meeting of creditors
erly gome before such meeting.
in which he had been living and creditors and that the first meetBehler Young Co/..?.........
7.11 Henry Krtker ............ .......
6.00 said deceased are required to preCHESTER
C. WOOLRIDGE, will be held at nty office,Suite 845.
thnkng
and
seemed
to
sweep
out ing of creditors, will be held at my
Central Hdw.
...........
5.32 GHy Garage .........
•
3.65 sent their claims to said court at
Referee in Bankruptcy.Michigan Trust building, Grand
into the largnesa of the world-king- office, Suite 845, Michigan Trust
Expires March 4
Ottawa Iron .A Metal Co.
1.84 G«<>* Woldring & Sons ....
295.15 said Probate Office on or before
Rapids, Michigan, in said district,
dom, of Christ He brothered Cor- building, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Home Economics
G. Schrotenboer
........
....
In the District Court of the .Un- PETER S. BOTER, *
2.10 the 5th day of July, A. D,
on the 15th day of March, 1939, at ,
Holland, Michigan,
nelius and all the other Gentiles in said district, on the 14th day of ited States for the Western DisStandard Grocery
.....
4.95 Central Hardware ............
39.64 1939, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
March, 1939, at 11 a. in., eastern trict of Michigan,Southern Divi11 a. m., eastern standard time,, at
Attorney
for
Bankrupt.
who
reverenced
God
and
lived
a
Superior Ice Co .................
Prins
.....................
0.07
1 .90 said time and place being hereby
Notice— No claim wil) be receiv- which time the said creditorsmay
good life anywhere on the face of standardtime, at which time the sion— In Bankruptcy.
Verhulst
13.72 H. C. Bontckoo*^
6.78
' for the examinationand
ed for filing unless claim back is attend, prove their clairris, examine
the earthi He at last saw that such said creditors may attend, prove
•rillS
15.17 Peter Dryef ;^,
8.95
Henry Kammeraad, Bankrupt filled
t of all claims and deout, including name,.complcl?. the bankrupt elect a trustee and
Gentiles have' a warm and comfor- their claims, examine the bank>n Service
Health
No. 7870.
• -.63
against said deceased.
rupt; elect a trustee and transact
address of claimant, together with transactsuch other businessas
table
place
in
the
great
heart
of
Dr. J. T. Hodgen
50.00
To the creditorsof Henry Kam17.35
It is Further Ordered, That pubmay properly come before such
amount claimed.
God. He seems to enthroneJesus such other businesa as Tnay propNurses’s salary ................ 108.00 FirestoneService
10,80 c notice thereof be given by nubd, of Holland, County of Otmeeting.
erly
come
before
such
meeting.
above all the races of men and to
Jas. Brouwer Co.
„ ,
School Clerks
and district aforesaid.Notice
U.15 lieation of a copy of this order for have found him in that supreme
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
Expires March. 4
CHESTER C.
Salaries ...
15fi.00 De Free Hdw ..............
70.19 three successive weeks previous to
reby given that on the 22nd
experience to be a world Christ.
Referee in
Holland Electric Co ..... .....
3.24 said day of hearing. In the Hoiday of February, 1939, the said
In the District Court of the UnJARRETT n! CLARK, B,"knlPl£y'
Moved by Trustee Geerlings
Geerlinga sup- land City News, a newspaper print- Of course, we may have to say that
Henry
Kammeraad
was
duly
ad- ited States for the Western Dis-, MESSINGER ft. WHITE,
,,
he may not have realizedthat great /Zeeland, Michigan,
ported by Trustee Olert that the
judged bankrupt, and that an order trict of Michigan,Southern Divi v Grand Rapi
Attorneyfor Bankrupt
truth as fully then as he did in the
has been made/ fixing the place be- sion— In ‘Bankruptcy.
report be adopted a^u<?nr^er8c^™^
aftmr years of his apostleship
Notice — No claim will be receiv* as the place of meeting
Eildertj Wm. Nienhuis, Banked for filing unlcM claim back la
and that the first meetA
0, Pr°Utethe
Wednesday arid Thursday,
March 8 and 9

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
March 9, 10 and 11

Mrs. Henry Brummel is em- was

Double
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will be held at

my

A ttMtbf •*
detj

the

Eunk«

Aid so-

at fcft p. fc. Friday in Four-

The annual Fourth Reformed
church eonfrentionalmeeting

AlWriggling Mass

Street Christian Reformed will be held Friday at 7:46 p. m.
All the city’s barber shops were
church 'will feature
talk by closed Thursday afternoon for the
Jaaea Hietbrink, instructorat the funeral of James Orerbeek, veteran Washington blvd. barber.
ChrkUan Ugh school. ^

tMBth

of

"Gold Fish”

^
- -

a

(Continued Irom Page 1)

program for the anniversary is beNaturalisation was discussed by ing arranged.
t
I Circuit Judge Fred T. Miles
Monday evening at the regular meet- The Holland American Legion
ing of the American Legion auxil- band will hold its annual banquet
iary in the club room*. Mias Ger- on March 17 at 6:30 p. m. at the
trude Wickes was in charge of a Woman’s Literary dub, and arparliamentary law class. Other rangements are being made not
features of tha program were only for an excellent spread, but
an exceptional program. .
I trombone solos by Robert Swartz,
o
'accompanied by Miss Jean Swartz
j and a Washington program^ the
A daughter was born Wednes-

eliminating noise from the city hall

music room.
• • •
Aid. Drinkwater also announce*
that scrap iron had been piled
“about so high’’ (indicating approximately six feet) around trees
which the park board originally
planted on Fifth St, west ofRiver
Ave. Secondedby Aid. Kalkman, a
demand that the iron be removed
was ordered sent to the city en

Save at

[New!

Rexall Store

Hills
Caecara Quinine
Hills
NOSE DRpPS
30c

.....

m

1

......

LOZ

•

petitionfavoring the proposed
buildingof sanitary sewers on 27th
St between Pine and River Aves

$1.50 Lunch
Kit and PL VacuumAOBottle ....... . ..............

was presentedby Aid. Kalkman
and was referred to the board of

,v^K,r|ll,.51/2C

Aid. Peter Huyser was welcomed
back to council by Aid. Drinkwater after an absence of several
weeks because of a serious illness.
The rest of the aldermenapplauded the “bard of the council.”

CLEANSING CREAM
Crtaftdb

U^foN*1 LEADER

SSi

Max

Factor

55c
90

100 Parke Davis #1
Haliver Capsules? 1.63
c

Vicks

VAPO RUB

.............

of

11Magnesia
IC
Zi oz. Tincture of Q-

25c Citrate
Lyo«Mki*

.................
I

H«t b • K»fc«»T
biUncta

IODINE

•'C

.......................

Ponds

35c

COLD CREAMS

.....

A
13C
1

• »

20 Wert 8th

SU

•

»

The monthly report of Ben Wiersma, aity inspector,was approved
The clerk read a report from the
board of public works that the cost
of installingsewers on 26th St.
between College and State is estimated at $902.88. April 5 was
set as the date for a hearing on the

IKROGER
A net filled with carp just about have
to be pulled up in Lake Macatawa. land

been “gold fish” for the Hol- handled and club’s assets indicate
Fish and Game club, for the that we have had an able, painstakAmong them there are also some proceeds have been the foundation
game fish, but these are delicately of its fine “fish pond” property and ing staff of officialssince the dub's
handled and released immediately park east of Holland, valued at sev- inception nearly r score of years
under conservation supervision,and eral thousand dollars.For several ago. Remember, the Fish Banquet
the carp retained.Carp, in reality, years the funds have been well
is tonight, Friday, at the armory.

I

SOUTHERN COMPLEX THEME
BANQUET

•

“Foxy Mrs.

To Get the Fish

Aid. Cornelius Kalkman, Sr.,
Mid that he had been approached

The annual banquet staged by
former air- the Holland Business Instituteand
port on 16th St., east of the citv businessmen was a huge success,
Sale of the land was • referred 4o when a large crowd gathered in the
the committeeon ways and means, Byrns parlors of First Methodist
with the recommendationthat they church last Friday evening for this
in regard to selling the

New

Club Speaker

Foster,” a three-act

clock

comedy by Bruce Brandon, will be
presented by the local community
players at the auditorium next

Thursday and Friday evenii

BREAD

(Continued from page 1)

NOTHING CHANGED -

n

DUTCH BOY BREAD
Dutch Boy bread sure

is a treat

it be beat
Always tasty and fresh as can

By no other bread can
be

—

Why

not buy a loaf and see

7

,

For youngsters Dutch Boy
They say “No other bread

for

mine/
Mothers watch their children
grow strong,
And to the healthy class belong.

- --

Boys and girls, you eat it too,
As it's s muscle builder for you.
If you plsy tennis or bssebsll,
Always for Dutch Boy bread

S*

Parents, it’s good for you as

-

recently

and begin to eat—
then say Dutch Boy
loaf

bread is a treat

joyed.

-

o

FEDERAL BAKERY HOLDS
ANNUAL MEETING

Your Walgreen System Agency
Deliver

-

—
o
John Cooper, John Rooks, Clyde
Alger, Elmer Schepers, Edward
Van Dyke, Leonard Dailey, Frank
Lievense, Paul Fredrickson and
Fred Brummer were in Lansing
Wednesdayfor a banquet of the
Michigan Trucking association.

MODEL DRUG STORE
NJLComer River and 8th We

o

a

Miss Jennie Kars was honored
by a surprise shower at
the home of Miss Florence Johnson of Hamilton. Miss Kars was
given a number of attractivegift*.
Games and refreshments were en

sell.

You’ll

-

bers, Hope college student, sang
number of Indian selections.

well
At all the grocery stores they
Buy a

Holland

centerpieces. Nutcups were in ment, S. H. Houtman; publicity,
Joseph C. Rhea.
the shape of small shells.
The Kentucky table had a KenThe enormous banquet will be
tucky Derby for its centerpiece, served by the women of the Methand log cabins, cotton, and corn odist Episcopal church.
comprised the other decorations. More than 700 reservations had
Southern pine cones, pottery, and been sold by noon Wednesday, Jobrightly colored gourds made up seph C. Rhea, publicitychairman,
the decorationsof the Alabama reported. He said that 49 membertable. Miss Jean Pellegromwas in shipn in Hamilton had been sold
charge of the artisticprograms. by Harry Lamkin and that T. VanAfter the dinner, Robert Evans der Pels had sold 40 in Zeeland.
asked each table to repeat its state
The dinner, which will be served
poem, and then sing a song appro- under the direction of Mrs. Ben
priate for its state. The Florida Herrick, will include fruit cocktable was presentedthe prize.
ta,il, Saratogas, swiss steak, mashFinally, a comedy was present- ed potatoes, brown gravy, whole
ed, representing the Spuffendeckle corn, salad, bread, butter, coffee,
home in the South “tuning in” on ice cream and wafers.
station HBI, Holland. Members of
P. J. Hoffmasterstate conservathe comedy were: Pa Suffemleckle, tion department director,has subBurton Naberhuis;Ma Spuffendec- mitted his regrets at being unable
kle, Irving Lemmen; The Spuffen- to attend the affair this year, but
deckle Kid, Catherine Hoeksema; other conservation officialsare exGranny Spuffendeckle, Geneva pected to be at the banquet Friday.
Strong; Mr. Calabash, Arthur Dyko —
luis; HBI announcer,Neil Hout-

Federal Baking Co. stockholders
held their annual meeting at the
bakery, at 400 West 17th St, Tuesday night. Officers electedare Dick
Miles, president; Jacob De Free, man;
announcer, Harvey
vice president; Henry Kleis, treas- Breuker;the beauty lecturer, Genurer; Merrick Hanchett, secretary evieve Barnhart; Dottie Doolittle,
and manager; and Rein Visscher, Rose Marie Burrows; Mme. Doughdirector. Approximately half a stir, Mary Green; Prof. Knottymusmillion dollars has been spent by de, Harold Peerbolt; Firemen. Nelthe company in the 17 years that son Bouwman and Sam Fabiano.
it has been in business, it was esMrs. Estelle De Vries and Mr.
timated. The company has effected hoeksema were both presented
a modernizationprogram, includ- with desk sets by the student body,
ing an addition to the plant, in the and Miss Katherine Schaafsma was
past two years. Melvin Groteler is presented with a plant from night
superintendent. The company has school students.
abous 30 employes.
The singing of "Aul|l Lang

RUPTURED?

-

-

“ABIE’S IRISH ROSE”
AT VIRGINIA

WANG

Van

Doornik; Joseph Comfort,

Purlin Tanis. Tickets are on sale
and can be obtained fftm the local
high school students or from Ben
Kooiker, ticket manager. Admission will be 25c and 36s for reserved seats. Children’snight has been
set for Wednesday evening at
which time children will be admitted for
Mr. Charlie Rosett, life-longIndian resident of this vicinity, died
last week Friday at the home of

-

_

A Complete
Camp’s Surgical
Abdominal

will be observed in the local church-

an

Hot Cross Buns

Ckkksa

*».

5c

1

lao

oi tha

Tuna Tidbits

Avoadole Mallow Cidor

Vinogar

Conatry Clnb White as Galdia

Qtbottu 10c

Bantam Com —flbc

Kbv’s Siaoeeitr

Hour

*44 ib. .aek 49c
Flak* S4%-Ib. sock Ifo

King's

Sieger's “HofrDrtad"

^

OaBa^*?

Spotlight a.i>a« 15c

LARD
Snowwhita

Pars Rtfinsd -

2 £ 17c

MICHIGAN YELLOW

REGULAR

VALUE

35c

CORN MEAL LAYER CAKE
Ike' J
5 £ 12%c
Large SS-et.

AVONDALE FANCY

4

VEGETABLE OR

TOMATO SOUP
^ 3 » 25c

SAUER KRAUT

25c

AMMONIA

Avalon - Fall Strsngth

Worm15c

Canvas a”"
Tightly

3

!«*'

^

Lux Ratios

yowsUn

’JffgU

Sw— thwrt

0c

&

21c

{ LoxSoop 4baw IMSmboxlOc)

i0ap
The soap that agroM with

1

*!

w

<» »i«*

*

Super Suds SJ Itttc
(Small

bos

^

Country Club - Tart-iwtat Juiet

GRAPEFRUIT

3 (or S5o)

19c

(3 Tall

cans 25o)

COUNTRY CLUB

KROGER’S OVEN-FRESH

SODA CRACKERS

COOKIES

of Vitamin D Karkihed Honey

GRAHAM CRACKERS
Yo«
Choice

^

Mb.
beset

JL

WINDMILLS, DUTCH. FKI
bars a*d amass snub

Pork Steak

n>.

19c

f

3 H 25c

MmJSm

ROASTS*

PORK

i

Perk Liver

17c
n>.

1

2^c

Sliced

Short Ribs
OP BEET -

ib

2%c

1

Cottage Chets*

For Baking

Rich and

a.

9c

Creamy

Sauer Kraut 3u»10<

Country Club Pickle and

Long Cat

Pimento Loaf » 25c
Herred'sCooked Coaodtoa

Bacon

3c

Sliced Bacon |^1

& 49c
lb. Me

Carter SUoas

Krogar’a Frai-Shora

OYSTERS
Whit# Fish

a-

1

Yellow Pike *

1

Winter Caught

Solid

5c
5c

Pack

pint

21C

J-* *

Parch

1

Sol

Halibut *** * 29c

Game Club

ovo., Mar. 3

...»

25.

x -

0

—

tract.
'

•

---

-o

^

.

(
[

v.

*

Turn to page 2, section2,
Betty Young at your service, who
will help you plan better meals.
Betty Younp is in charge of the
new Home Service department of
the Michlgijn Gas A Electric Co.
her aerviea is also ava
2, section 2,

1

J

FOR SALE—
society

The Women’s Missionary
Hope church heard Mrs.
Otte apeak on "Behind the
in China” at a meeting at the
and see of 'Mra. W. C. Snow at 79
'

BETTY YOUNG IN HOME
SERVICE

’

lick with freits and Vats

Elinor

Now.

Holland Armory

Michigan Maid - Swaat, Frazh

A

EXTRA IMPORTANT
Holland Fish &

DOUGHNUTS SS
- 10c K? —15c
BUTTER l 2 ,?u 55c
Plain

Scherpenisse officiating.

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Brower and
daughter Lila were entertained in
"Abie's Irish Rose,” one of the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lugten last Saturdayevening.
biggest stage hits in a quarter of
Annual Day of Prayer for crons
a century in New York, esUbiish-

POUND

5c PER

THEN NADE BEFORE YOUR EYES"

“SEE

held at the American Reformed
church on Monday with Rev. I.

Voorhorst of Chicago are spending
several days with her mother, Mrs.
Ben Voorhorst and brother Bernard.
Mr. John Hinnen and Doris and
Dena Hinnen of Grand Rapids were
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Billings on Saturday
evening.

ONLY

AT THE BATE OF

his daughter.Mrs. Clara Pigeon

The Misses orothy and

I

NOW 7V2C

at Holland. Funeral services were

PARK

ing a record run on Broadway, is
to be staged at the Virginia Pari;
community hall. The Virginia Park
community club, who has put on
some worthwhile plays with local
talent,is also sponsoring the presenting of this melodramicproduc-

BUT THE PRICE

10c.

es next Wednesday. March 8.
School Notea
The tenth grade claas has chosen their annual play to be presented sometime in April. _
The following is the result of a
recent survey made at the Hamiltion.
The expenditures have been Syne” closed the informal gathershort synopsis shows that ton high school: Best girl student,
largelylocal, which includes wages, ing.
Service in
Levi, the father of Abie, has his Marcia Scholten: best bov student
fuel, trucking, insurance, printing,
Donald Morgens*em; silliest girl.
o
heart set that his boy marry a nice
advertising,and an endless lot of
Dorothy
Sale; sillest boy. Donald
Belts,
Supporters,
little
Jewish
girl.
The
bringing
BOARD OF PARKS AND CEMEnecessities that an establishment
home of a bride named Rosemary Morganstemfl; most popular girl,
TERIES
RECEIVES
BIDS
FOR
of that kind is in need of. The
Elastic Hosiery, etc.
Murphy, whom he met in France Mildred Lubbers; most popular
ILLUMINATION AND CEME- when he was with the AEF, where boy. Chester Dangremond; most
stockholders of the company were
indeed pleased with the showing
TERY ENTRANCES
she was an entertainer,gives the studious girl, Marcia Scholten; most
Try The Model for Your Next Fitting
made during 1938, and were confimatter a differentcomplex. In or- studious bov, Kenneth Regg, bigdent as this relates to the fujure
The Board of Parks and Ceme- der that his father might be ap- gest girls flirt. Viola Kronemever;
business volume the coming year.
teries met in the city hall and op- peased bnd that his wrath mignt biggest boy flirt, Marvin Zalsened bids for the new archway and not get the best of him, Rosemary man; girl with the most alibis. Vir.
entrance to the new Pilgrim Home is introducedas Rosie Murviski. ginia Tien: boy with the mo«t alicemetery. There were several bids The Jewish father has been com- bis, Dale Meatman; best girl athwith considerable figuresto go over pletely fooled until Rosie’s father lete, Mildred Lubbers; best boy athand the Pack board and the archi- arrives, and it is found that his lete. Chester Dangremond;most
tect for the new entrance will go name is plain Patrick Murphy. bashful girls, JueRa Oetman; most
There is a ruction immediately that bashful boy, Kenneth Regg,
over these bids.
brings
about urtusual situations,
Of the five bids received for the
Expires March 4
construction of the two buildings and Abie and Rosie, who were oriand fence and pillars for the ceme- ginallymarried by a Methodist pasPRIMARY NOTICE
tery entrance, John Bomers of Hol- tor, are again united by a Rabbi to
Primaries will be held in Park
land submittedthe lowest bids as please Levi, and a third time by a Township on Monday, March 0. at
follows: Administrationbuilding, Catholic Father to satisfyMurphy. both Precinct No. 1 and Precinct
In order to avoid a second ruc- No! 2, for the purpose of nomin$7,410; chapel building,$5,935;entrance, $3,958; administration and tion after the stork arrives with ating a supervisor, clerk, a treaschapel buildings,$13^45; adminis- twins, a boy and a girl, Rosie is urer, a mgnway
highway commissioner,
commissioner, a
tration and chapel buildings and diplomatic in the christening,for
entrance,$17,303. Other bidders
were Dyke and H. Vanden Brink,
* •
Ruben Nyenhuis, Van Dyke and enough to bring the play to
Get your membership tickets for
Volkers, E. S. Holkeboerand Sons, amicable close.
Polls open from 7:00 a. m.
The enactment goes from the 6:00 p. m., Monday, March 7.
all of Holland.
*
White Brothers Electric sub- lublime to the ridiculous with
mitted the lowest bid for the enough pathos running through to
By order of Township Board,
electrical contract, their bid being make it a *lJPPin|’story- Anyway,
A. Kronemeyer,
ran years
Membership and complimentaryticket to
238. Other bidders were Essen- it was so ___
Park Township Clerk.
mrg Electric Co., De Fouw in New York.
banquet limited to 800. After 800 memberships have
OR SALE:— Reed baby carriage.
Electric, Commercial Electric
Good condition.Reasonable. Mra.
Shop, all of Holland.
. Mrs. Gus Botais, 45, of 107 East
been sold rest of memberships 'will be sold without
Cy Vande Luyater, R. R. 3, HolSix bids were received fof the HRh, 8L. died Wednesdayat- her
plumbing and heating contract home after several months illness land.
complimentary ticket. Banquet jtflt be held at
wRh Modders Plumbing Co. sub- with heart dlfcease. Surviving are
mitting the lowest bid of $1,130. the husband who is proprietor of FOR SALE— Piano Accordion 48
Basa— must sfeli-wfll sadrifice
Fri.
Other bidders were F.
-. and F. the Colonial Sweet shop; four at
|29 cash or terms. Write box
Jouwman. George B ontekoe, children,Anna, Peter, Robert and
.
George
Woldring
and
Sons, Henry Nicholas; three sisters, Mrs. Paul
Dr. M. R. Rice will headline the speakers.
Craker and Knoll Plumbing and Kolendes, Mrs. John Mosches and FOR SALE — Piano used, small
Heating, all of Holland.
. Mrs. Nick Patkos, all of Muske- size, only $36
Western Michigan'soutstanding banquet.
Meyer Music
gomery-WardA Co. submi _____
a gon. A brother and sister in Greece House, 17 W. 8th St, Holland,
Reserve ticket now at Ollies, Inc.
>id only for the heating con- also survive.
Midi.

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING!

_

lia*

uiaa

bread is fine.

Low Price/

KROGER'S

March 9 and 10. Briefly,the i
concerns the great love Mra.
Foster has for her only daughter,
he facinated the audience with his Lynn. Mrs. Foster has lost her
interesting
fete.
a?V!uSet/or bid8> upon the m°tion
Before the banquet each person deep-laid philosophy and sparkling husband u^a plane crash in South
am
Henry Prin8> seconded by
Aid. Brouwer.
America. She has always idolized
was handed a slip of paper on humor.
• • •
"As to informationabout my- her husband and wants Lynn to be
which was written the name of a
Aid. Prins brought up the park- city and state. The two receiving self,” Dr. Rice said in answer to a as happy as she was. Lynn is
ing situation on College Ave., be- siihilarslips were to be dinner recent request for information, about to become engaged to Jack
tween 10th and 12th Sts., adjacent partners. On entering the dining “Don’t believeany stories you hear Ladd, a young chemist, but Jack is
to the Hope college campus. His room, each guest found his or her and consult ’Who's Who’ for facts. always falling asleep. When he
presentsthe engagement ring to
table displaying a south- Blessings on everybody.”
motion that parking be permitted place at tables
The sneaker is a native of Lynn, he falls asleep while doing
only on the east side of College ern theme. While the quests were
Pending completionof a widening being seated, Miss Vera Kirchner Ottawa, Kan., where he was born it Lynn refuses to accept the ring
in 1872. Among other schools, he and mother mixes in. Mamie Long,
played southernmelodies.
I!r0*MnVt,!!S sprin,f was seconded
Mrs. Charles Harris’ group of received his formal educationat the maid, adds much to the fun of
passed *man’ and unanimously the ladies aid society preparedthe University of Michigan, Albion col- the play. She is longing for a husdinner, and while the deliciousre- lege, Upper Iowa university and band and consults Dora Hope of
Baker university.
Ordained in the Peerless MatrimonialAgency.
past was
Lor- 10Q.
wtio being
wing served, Miss
miss Lort -------The Intermediate C. E. union of
raine Inderbitxenannounced the1 f;4, .
kis p:resent In the meantime, Mr. Foster, who
Holland will hold a public roller various numbers on the program, £harKe s*006 1?13.
— -----During
o th
~je war was thought to be dead, returns.
.at 7:30 P- m. Friday
inrlnHintr
was a
_ special renresentat:
representative of The fun begins when H is found
including two vru»oi
vocal cnino
solos k.,
by Miss
in the VirginiaPark Community
Betty Boer, accompanied by Miss the International Y.M.C.A. among that Mr. Foster has lost his memhall nnk. Luncheon will be availaory and doesn’t know which is his
Wilma For; a piano solo by Miss the soldiersin Europe.
b,e All young people of Holland
He has written a number of wife. For a rip-roaring evening of
Marian
Nienhuis; two marimba so.and vicinity,as well as all C. E.
books.
fun come and see “Foxy Mrs. Foslos by Miss Elizabeth Bareman;
members, are invitedto attend.
and a saxophone selectionby Miss
Members of common council and ter.” the cast of characters is as
o
Geneva Scholten. Miss Evelyn the board of public works will be follows: Lynn Foster, Clarice
Wednesday evening the Woman’s Monique extended greetings of the served at a special table in order Brink; Mrs. Martha Foster, Mrs.
Mission auxiliary of Third Reform- institute.
that they can attend the banquet Allen Calahan; Nella Harmer, Flored church made a study of the AmThe entire dining room display and also hold a meeting at which ence Brower; Mamie Long. Doris
encan Jndian and his problem. ed a southern atmosphere, each ta- they
of Ende; Leon Foster, Frederick Johnthfiy will
wiH open bids for another
ar
son; Professor Filbert Poor, John
Miss Mattie Dekker gave a resume ble representing Florida,Kentucky, tke power plant contracts.
of the field, and Dena Mulder and and Alabama, respectively. Each
Chairmen of various committees Haakma; Dora Hope, Harriet Van
Miss Clara Reeverts gave bio- table was surrounded by palms; for the banquet are: Membership Doornik; Penelope Randall, Jennie
graphicalsketches in connection and on the Florida table were large ticket sales, Henry Vander Schel; De Boer; Mrs. Cecil Foster, Evewith Indian missions. Millard El- shells, cocoanuts, and palm trees banquet, Ted Wyma; entertain- lyn Rigtterink; Jack Ladd, Donald

Phone 2568

SAME NIGH QUALITY

HAMILTON

Took Months

OF BUSINESS COLLEGE

proposed installation.
• •

Yohker’s Drug Store

-

public works.

97^

day in Holland hospital to Mr. and
of 74 East 21st

cofiege. A committee {leaded by Mrs. Henry Van Ry
Mra. Henry Geerds was in charge St.

of the social hour. A benefit bridge
sponsoredby Division I for 2:31) BIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY
I p. m. Friday was announced.
Rev. J. Lantlng, pastor, Zeeland,
* • •
Sunday. 10:00 A. M. - Sermon
The American Legion auxiliary topic— “The Hour is Come.” Comwill entertain the members of the munion Service.
Willard G. Leenhouts Post AmeriEvening, 7:30 P. M. — “Tha
can Legion on their twentieth an- Prophet Fn the Valley of Death.”

•

A

• •

lORMALIZING

I

gineer.

1

00,,

35c

i

7_
C

1

Rim

Legion "under the dock,"

Avenue and Eighth Strait on
15. A suitable
Wednesday, March II

of

J. A.
Lines

home
West

Re-possessedSinger
Electric Sewing Machine — library' console in Walnut-$135
model nay only balance due $39.00. Write finance box 12.

1th St Wednesday afternoon. Wants P o s i t i o n— Experienced
Mias Laura Boyd presided. . The bookkeeper desires position with
Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp, Hope col1

lege pastor, led devotions. Mrs. D.
C. Ruch was
in
. of the so- statisticaland operat*
houY. She was assistedby Mrs.
reports.
Mrs. A.

----

Naw Crop -

Florida Valtncias

ORANGES

10

33

Nor# Juicg, Vitamins and Mor* Flavor

V

BANANAS*
.

aowT.u«m*

Leaf Lettuce “> 5c

Iceberg 2

<<»

15c

Head Lettuce - Large 60 Size

Tomatoes
•ed

Ripe

:

u>.

10c

s.

;

.j

Carrots ige. bunch Sc
Criep -

WaU

Colored

Celery sfeuS
WeMgaa U;

S.

Me.

1

ter

10c

4

25c

Y,
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Holland, Michigan,

Have

W

WAVE

PERMANENT

Spiral Wlod on top for deep last-

ing waves with sharp

ridges,

Croqulgnole Wind around the bot-

tom for beautiful Ringlet Ends
This lovely Combination Wave is
given with either Oil or

Ammonia

Solution, according to the needs

YOUR HAIR. THIS SUPERB
WAVE
tA r A
REGULARLY FOU......*|B3i
of

SELLS

NOW for a Limited Time
Only, We Offer It for the Very
Low Price of
But

—

TWO

lor

*5#0

Complete

So bring a friend or relative and take advantage of this
Unusual Opportunity.A lorger lasting, more satisfactory

PERMANENT WAVE AT

THIS

LOW PRICE!

Holland Beauty Shop
2212

188*

RIVER

AVENUE

makes

Round-up Sale of used

ears!

A few of the outstanding bargains left
are listed below. Take advantage of
them today!

wall tires, radio and heater.

1938

white side

'

FORD DE LUXE TUDOR—

Grey, white

1937

DE LUXE FORDOR-radio

1937

FORD TUDOR TOURING-Blue.
16,000 miles. Very clean.

FORD TUDOR-Radio.

Only

,

Black.

DE LUXE FORDOR TOURING-Grey,
.

radio, heater

and

TUDOR TOURING-Grey.

1936

TUDOR TOURING— Black. Motor

heavy silk hangings and

inlaid

SEE

Radio.

TO CHOOSE

Count”

*

FROM-

atj the

WOMAN’S LITERARY
CLUB

•

.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7 AND 8

VRIEING-PLAGGEMARS, Inc.
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD FORD DEALER
159 River Ave.

Sponsored by the
Holland Christian Endeavor
Union

. Phone 3195

Admission— 25c

News

tiolland City

(A

$1 a Year

—

8 P.

Valley of Mexico with the snowcapped peaks as a background.A
very good view this morning of the
“Sleeping Lady” under her mantle
of snow. Soon after we reach the
highest point of our trip (9,860
feet) we see the city of Cuervnavaca nestling in the valley 5,000
feet below, a sight never to be for-

“Taking The

recon-

ditioned.

-MANY OTHERS

Qrate with thick hand-carved doors,

fan.

1936

of

the “Skidding”” Cast

M.

recreational project)

There
-

-

YOU

UP TO
is

no Time to Lose! Only 2 More Days of oar

Big Stock Adjustment Sale!

& Misses Coats $
Values to $10.50 - Ladies’

Up
Up

to
to

coo

^

$27.00 Coatp go at .... ...... -- $12.90
$55.00 Goats now .................$27*00

Many Others

at

Hall Price and Less

DRESSES:o%
v

200 Dresses, up

All

Other Dresses,

2 for $S.SS

to

-

-

New Bags
All

new shades.

$1 values. Sale price

Many

other items

and

off

at

gotten. The Aztec kings maintained summer homes in Cuervnavaca,
Cortez built a palace here, the
Spanish Viceroys spent much time
here. Moet of today’s officials In
Mexico, both local and federal and
foreito, maintain houses here in
this beautiful city with its lower
altitude, resulting in the most even
and delightfulclimate.

Then Taxco

itself,

no

wonder

that artists haive a colony there; it

is a magnificent colonial

price

SATURDAY NIGHT

$3.95 Values

at 1«3 to

%

off price

MADE LAKE BRINGS No, Russia

Has

“No Bananas”

lagoon at the state
park here has proved unexpectedly
to be excellent fishing grounds.
Good catches of perch are being

Says the
ALSO A SHORTAGE

OF

reportedfrom the lagoon which
CORNERED
was constructed by CCC crews. It
CHIEFS. BIRTH RATE
covers about 10 acres and is about
TREMENDOUS
four feet deep. The perch evidently
have wandered into it through the Meat and Produce Are
two channels, each 100 feet wide,
Not Displayedit Wl
which connect the lagoon with SagiLike Here — Ni
naw bay.
Appeal

HANDKWa

_ of•«»

RUSSIA — No. 4
(By Dr. A. J. Brower)
Twenty-on# years have eli
since the rise of the Soviet
ernment,but the people of R

v i

Holland Churches
f t 2a
Unite In Services

«

*™

Plans »r» being fornml.ted by .
committee under direction of deo.

ll;».

i™.

cloftliytoe*
other food lines In
Schuillngfor the staging
*" front pf
three-hour Good Friday service at or half-empty government stoi
kaa all Hie timber for
uiia has
Hope Memorial chapel, Holland. Russia
Mich., on April 7 from noon until needs and export, yet the

"™

'™* "

have no matches. It is a
3 o’clock.A schedule of prominent
preachers of the various denomina- agriculturalcountry and
should have an over abundant
tions represented in the city will
ply of fats required by her
take part. Members of the various
lation yet the Russian people
Holland churches on the committee
on arrangements are Dr. John R. not enough soap and evidei
Mulder, Walter VanderHaar, Wil- that was plainly visible in
ways. Russia should raise __
liam J. Brouwer, George Schreur,
Elmer Bauhahn and Ernest V. sugar beets for all demands,

the Russian people have
enough sugar.
Not long ago I read in a
HOLLAND MAN SPEAKER AT paper that there was a short*
JOINT LENTEN SERVICE AT diapers in Russia like, there
tches, sugar and son.
ALLEGAN
all the evidenceparading
Allegan churches, including the streets before oar eyes L
Reformed, Congregational. Metho- think there could be a shorty
>vtVrV»n 1 th« *tork certainlyis a very
dist Episcopal and Presb
Wrd here with the coming ev3
Iding a series of joint
•re holding
r that cast their shadows beS
vices during
ag Lent. The first service,
Sunda
, last _____
ay, was in charge There is noticeablyno race suit
here— altogether a differentsty
of Prof. Egbert winter, head of the
Hope college departmentof educa- appearance than other great
ters of France where the
tion. Music was providedby the
Calvin college, Grand Rapids, A seams to have a tendency of
Hartman.

M

—

mm

ing up.

|

Cappella choir.

I spent a real interesting a
enjoyabletime all alone a
through slum districts aiuL
places In particular.It was

Next Sunday the meeting will be
held in the Reformed church, where
the Rev. Arthur Osborne, pastor
of the Presbyterianchurch, will
speak. . March 12 the Reformed
church pastor, the Rev. Cornelius
Mulder, will speak in the M. E.
church, and the Rev. J. E. Bartlett of the Methodistchurch will
speak in the Presbyterian church
on March 19.
Dr. Roger Hazelton of Olivet
college will preach in the M. E.
church on Marc!) 26. and the last

patheticto see the peasants
shriveled lemons, apples, fruits i
vegetablesand how eager ty

Ware for them. In general I
butcher shops did not look invitft
as this is a cold country and
frigerstore are not a* neceaL_
here as in warmer climates ai
that was perhaps the reason.
All their products were display

in picture form in windM
service, April 2, Will feature Dr. ed in
Richardson, professor rather than displaying a portal
of religious educationat Presby- house or good T-bone steak tty
makes one's teeth water.
terian seminary, Chicago.
Norman E.

-

-

Bananas and many other .
ical fruits simply are not there

— o
son of Dr. and Mrs. E. J.
SUPERVISORS
CARRY FIGHT
Bacheller,of R. R. No. 4. He attended Beechwood school and the OF WELFARE ON ‘HOMERULE”
local Junior High school. In Junior
TO LANBING
High he was governorof his home
The State Association of Superroom. In Senior High he hae twice visors carried its first for “home
eller,

$

this held true in moat all of
Scandinaviancountries as well,
fact, this does not mean anythfa
In tropical countries they have
bacon, pork or the good old Ut
served his class as president; that rule” in welfare administration,snd worst Too hot for such a diet,
is, when they were sophomoresand
local control of relief purse-strings in Iceland they drink fish oil
again now when they are seniors. to the legisliturelousy.
eat fats, so it Russia Hhai
He is an active music student, The group that warred success bananas** that does not mean
working in hand, orchestraand fully, with initiatoryreferendum they could not hare them If
wood-windquintet.He is also busi- petitions, to block Frank Murphy's wished to. It just Is not the
ness manager of the Boomerang plan ot reorganise and consolidate up there. However, show t
board.
welfare agencies was ready this reindeer meat or venison or
These young people are prepar- time with a bill that was designed of the proteids and you have
ing an excellent interpretationof as a substitutefor an administra- differentftory to
the just-out-of-college
young folk, tion-sponsored relief measure in
I remember when I was
and will be ready to royally enter- troduced earlier in the session.
Jamaica in the West Indies Ii
tain their audiences.
There were two major differ we had a basket lunch on a 1
ences, and a dozen lesser distinc boat on one of the famous pi
tions, between the administration bays of “John Morgan” days
GOVERNOR FRANK FITZbill and the rival measure backed the “Jollyrodger” reigned the
by the supervisors,which was de There were several native
GERALD TO BE HERE
DURING TULIP FESTIVAL scribed by its sponsorsas the di ranging from 16 to 20 yeanu
rect antithesisof a study commis-| age. They sang and danced fc
sion report that served as. the basis in their native way. We off
In reply to an invitationissued for Murphy’s reorganization plan some of our food to them but
Whereas the bill that has Fits scrutinized it as though It
through Representative Nelson A.
15th St., the company announced Miles, the Tulip Time office is in gerald’s tacit blessing calls for al- poison and. they refused to
this week through Evert P. Ste- receipt of a letter from Governor location of state relief funds to taste it. I asked, “What do
phan, secretary-managerof the Frank D. Fitzgerald in which he counties on a basis of need alone eat?” “Oh, raw sugar cane, I
Holland Chamber of Commerce.
states,‘‘I have marked my calen- for a definite formula of distribu as, oranges, paw-paw, nuts,
The company, a recent merger of dar to the effect that I will be in tion to enable local governmentalnut-milk, etc., but never
the Holland Shoe Co. and the Ra- Holland at 1:00 o’clock on Satur- units to prepare their welfare bud- meals.” The tropical climate
cine, Wis., Shoe Co., is rearrang- day, May 20th.”
gets in advance.
counts for all this, and in like
ing the factory, installing 60 new
The supervisors'bill would allo- ner differentcountries hare d_ _
The 'plan is that the Governor
machines and building an addition,
cate one-third of state relief funds ent eats. Russia does not care
consisting of two stories a n d a
to countieson a basis of population, bananas but one of our newsi
basement.
one-third on a Jjasis of actual case stated very recently that
A new low-priced line, the Tom
loads during toe past three years, had not had bananas for the
McCoy, will be produced soon, in
an done-third on a basis of “emer- 20 years— as though the cou
addition to the regular lines of
gency,” or immediateneeds. This was so poor it could not afft
Holland Racine shoes, it was anwas a recession from the associa th«m. Now I feel such unt
nounced. Six thousand pairs of
lion's earlier demand for a 40-40-20 and propaganda ia not fair.
shoes will be manufactureddaily iff
in all countries there may be
under the new schedule.
shortage in some commodities
Carl C. Andeasen, general manA REVIEW OF SOCIAL
some time or other. Russia
ager of the new company, has
EVENTS
have bananas if they only
bought the Dr. B. J. De Vries resiA full schedule of social events them
:r:— and create a demand
dence on East 12th St. and is havoccurred this week, with the latter tnlm
ing it remodeledfor a home for
events of the winter program and .
Stalin may l
Mrs. Andreasen and 10-year-old

at 9 o’clock
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MAN

A man-made

Spanish in appearance. Every root
is of red tile, every nook in
daughter.
the place is a picture, even the cobOfficials of the company, in adblestone streets have designs woven
in them.
Frenchman, named dition to Mr. Anreasen, are J. Jenpresident; W. Reagen, vice
Borda, made an immense fortune sen,
"l!.’:jPretsl
P. Kromann, auditor; J.
here in the 18th century from the
assistant general mansilver mines, and he it was who .1^.,
ager; A. C. Prigge, assistant
founded the city and built the magtreasurer and credit manager.
nificent cathedral which is the cen—
o
ter of any view of the city. The
Altar Mayor in this cathedral is HOLLAND ARMORY INSPECTION ON MARCH 23
one of the most beautiful ones to
be found anywhere. Today is marThe Grand Haven armo ry wii
will be
ket day in Taxco and here we find inspected on March 22 an
id the
any article a Mexican might want, counts will be audited by represenFRANK D. FITZGERALD
spread on the ground, some under tatives of the Michigan National
canvas shade and some under the
rd, according to Lieut. Col.
sun with a temperatureof 90 de- ieorge L. Olsen, who has been ap- shall be the guest of honor at the
grees. As we view the wonderful prised of dates for inspection.The Band Review at Riverview Park
assortment and notice the seeming- armories at Holland and Muskegon on the concluding day of the Festily ridiculous low prices, we oniv will be insepeted March 23 and 21 val and that at the close of the
wish we had money to buy much reaoectively.
parade which follows he shall
of these delightful goods, hats, It is expected that about $900 award the brophies to wlnrtfng
shoes, scrapes, hand- worked silver, will be spent later on the Grand bands.
etc. The fruits, vegetablesand Haven building in repairs to the
Tentative plans also calls for a
grains offered in abundancedo not roof, gutters and other sections.
Pea Soup Dinner to be served at
tempt us so much, while the oder Due to the poor constructionof the
Riverview Park which will be folof thq roast meat sandwiches make building, state officers are only
lowed by a program under the
us hungry, the thoughts of seeing recommending the barest necesfloodlightsof the Athletic Field.
meat hanging in the sun and other- sities as for some time recommen- The program also will include a
wise handled, quickly overcome the dations have been made that a
ten-pieceDutch AccordionBand, a
hungry
new building is needed here, but as vocal sextette, two speciality dancThe tiled roofs of Taxco are there are no appropriations avail- es by small groups and the Village
quite in contrast with the homes able, it does not appear that the
Green Dance by 300 high school
throughoutthe country, where the improvement will be made for students in Wooden shoes.
Mexicansuse for their building the some time, said Col Olsen.
materials they have, mostly thatchThe Hope College' Campus drive
ed roofs of grass, palms or yacca. SPRING LAKE MAN FACES
The walls may be of adobe brick,
HABITUAL DRUNK COUNT for the Boys school at Bushra, Arabia has been going on and thus
but many are of woven cornstalks
ofr wpven small branches, some of . Ole A. Solem, 30 years old, Spring far the pledges are $515.00: Dr.
which may be mudded over in the Lake township, is held for $300 bail Wells Thoms of Arabia spoke becolder climates. The houses have in the Ottawa county jail awaiting fore the drive. John Olert, presino chimneys and the smoke from trial in circuit court on a habitual dent of the Y.M.C.A.and Miss Esthe wen fires inside finds its way drunk charge. Selem, arrested by ther Bultman, president of the Y.
out through the thatching the best Trooper William Gill of the state W.C.A. presided over the drive.
it cani;,
police, is charged with a fourth The two organizations united in
getting out pledge cards.
Time is much too short to see offense, and was bound over.
>y places and things of
.
o
---------- o
*d beauty, but we
Three Ohio State students,Glenn
Dr. Wm. M. Tappan at a board
Breen, Bill Arendshorst and Calvin of health meeting reported 18 con
Werf, spent last week-end tagious disease cases in February,
homes of their parents in 10 for scarlet fever, 7 for chicken

here

feeling.

1-3

SALE CLOSES

800 dramas, many'new spring prints included.
Value* to $4. 96^ pate price.-.........*...;

Senior Play

GOOD FISHING

-

IT'S

in the

building.The opera house and

etc.,

1936

Two

the

sidewall tires, heater.

1937

Mexican trip

riff**

FORD CLUB COUPE— Maroon,

1938

Number

Five brother* who grew up on
an Allegan county farm returned
Sunday from a three week*’ motor
trip to Florida. They were the Rig-

reasonable. Of course the language
Palace of Fine Arts was started in
rfWN.
is strange. It is surprising hjw
1903 and not finished until 1931.
well signs will suffice when necesIt is a beautiful building and it,
.-r
sary. It is also surprisinghow raplike most of the buildings, could
idly a Spanish vocabulary grows at
profitablyconsume much of one’s
least as far §s writing is concerned.
time.
However,at most of the larger gasThe floating gardens at Xochioline stations,restaurants, hotels,
milco, about 10 miles from Mexico,
etc., we find help who speak Efg
were once on rafts but as trees
lish.
grew
their roots anchored them to
Mexico City referred to throughout the renublic merely as “Mex- the bottom of the lake and now
they are small islands covered with
ico” or “La Capital,”has a climate
of perpetual spring. It is far flowers, vegetables and tropic vegetation. We ride in canoes covered
enough south to nave no winter and
These two young people seen
with canopies and flowers for two
yet high enough to have no sumpesos per hour. Senoritae in dug- above are leading lady and gentlemer, the average temperatureall
oqts try to sell us flowers at ridic- man in “Skidding,”local senior
the year is about 60 degrees and
ulously low prices,while hombres play to be given March 13, 14, 15
never under 48 during the coldest
in other canoes entertain us with and 16.
i
The young lady is Miss Dorothy
banjo and guitar as we float along.
Tourists are advised not to try
Hamm, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
A
land of enchantment! 1
to drive in the downtown section of
the city as their traffic system is
quite complicated. From a balcony
to the top of the Pyramid of
^ho?l a5d the, ,oca, Junior
of the National Palace at one time
Sun and the sacriflcial altar. It is High school where she served as
we counted thirty street cars and
secretary of her home room and
larger at the base than Cheops vs
fifty busses. There are 6,000 autoas a member of the Junior High
we
visit It without having to shij
mobiles for hire in the city. The
Senate. In Senior High school she
ourselves- or car across the Atlantic
one who blows his horn first at the
is now serving as Alderman of
Some
who
have
seen
both
these
street intersectionhas the right of
Ward 6, and is active in Girls’
way, as a general traffic rule, so pyramids and those of Egypt say League and the Senior Girls’
these
are
the
more
interesting.
we blow our horn and step on the
Drama club.
gas and hope the one crossing our This area comprisesseveral hunThe leading man is Cecil Bachdred
square
miles but only about
path stops! Strange as it may
500 acres have been excavated. We
seem they have few accidents.
The National Palace dates from know not who built them but pos- SHOE PRODUCTION AUGMENsibly the Toltec about the 8th cen1692, built on the spot once occuTING EMPLOYMENT AT LOtury, at least we know they knew
pied by Montezuma’spalace, is very
%CAL SHOE COMPANY
niuch of astronomv and the arts.
interesting. The fresco of Diego
An increasein the number of emAs
a dimax to the whole trip we
Rivera on the wall of the patio
tyke the 100 mile road to Taxco. ployes from 200 to 400 in the next
portrays the entire history of the
six months is expected at the Holcountry.The Presidentialsection, As we climb over perfect grades
we see a wonderful view of the land-Racine Shoe Co. of 386 West
cabinet rooms,
are very elab-

Big values are going fast in the Ford
Dealers’

1939

gold.

•“HOLLAND’S FINEST”
PHONE

2,

tertnk brother*, of whom three are
SAY MEXICO CITY MOST
doctors, who planned the vacation
LIGHTFUL CLIMATE. THE as a reunion, since they had not
YEAR AROUND TEMbeen togetherfor any length qf
time for many years.
PERATURE IS 60
Dr^G. H. Rigterink,Hamilton, is
DEGREES
the only one who has remained in
the vicinityof his boyhood home.
The Saugatuck Commercial-Rec-His brothers are Dr. H. A. Rigord last week published a trav- terink,Kalamazoo; Dr. J. W. Rigelogue by Stuart N. Sessions and terink,Grand Rapids; Henry Rigparty giving a new angle of trav- terink,Holland, uid A. E. Rigtereling through Old Mexico, the land ink, Benton Harbor. Several of
of mystery and hot tamale.
them have sons who are phyaicians.
• • *
After meeting at the home of
OLD MEXICO
Dr. G. H. Rigterink in Hamilton,
To the heart of Old Mexico and they started on their southern trip,
which was extended to the southern
still no further from home than in
point of Florida.
California,in fact five days’ driving, but what changes— what scenery, what Bights— what history PRIMARY MONEY IS
RECEIVED IN COUNTY
unfolds. What strange contrasts
modern to ages old! We travel
Primary school money totaling
from Laredo over the great Pan
$32,728.18 was received today by
American Highway with perfect
County TreasurerFred Den Herder
grades—never needing to shift
and he is preparingto distribqu
gears or use our brakes, through
the amount to the school districts
desert beauty and solitude, through
in Ottawa county.
the most scenic country on the conHolland schools receive the largtinent where words are inadequate
est amount, $13,368.16,Grand Hawith whkh to describe it as we go
ven city receives $8,022.78 and
from tropical climate and growth,
Spring Lake receives $l»609-76.
bananas, orchids,gardenias, where
parrots and strange birds screech
and chatter as our intrusion disfloors. The balcony from which the
turbs them; to altitudesof perpetual spring and daily sunshine at President speaks to the people is
-'.‘* 4
Mexico City, and see the perpetual of
The
Cathedral, started in 15(73
snow-cappedmountains o1 ktacoihuatl (sleeping lady) and Popodat- and finally dedicslted in 1667, is the
largest and richest op the continent.
epetl. Several times we c:
cross rivers
Inside dimensionsare 887 by 177
over temporary bridges or on the
feet and 179 feet high. Has three
river bottom while they are re{
spacmain altars besides many leaser
ing bridges built for the new highway by modern engineers but were shrines. At the- time of our visit
washed out in last year’s floqds. there was a worship service in
Yet we cross over a very artidticvregress at one altyr and a wedand serviceablebridge at Ixmiqtil- ^ ng at another. The city has many
pan which was built in 1646 and is statues, beautiful monumentsand
historical relics. One statue of
still in perfect condition.
The present exchange rate of Carlos IV on a horse is a solid
almost five pesos for one dollar piece of cast bronze weighing 30
tons. They take their time when
a
surprisingly

HollaDd Beauty Shop’s
CombiDation

RETURN FROM TRIP

See Old Mexico
As Very Few

March

TWO

FIVE BROTHERS

Saugatuck Folks
\erto-r

ly,

SECTION

Woman’s

Literary club and their
husbandsheard Dr. William Montgomery McGovern of
universityspeak. Thursday the
North Street Christian Reformed

h1u®anJ n?ture' their *PPetite#
th**r d,f >r<:8- ,
inasmuch as many
R •
suspiciousof

Northwestern
are
!,ke^e ^
II
to not always trust everyl

church of Zeeland’s
- orchestra
-------- a gai
Some people did smuggle films
Avenue Cnri
tian Reformed church. Tnniirht" but they took a deswrate cl
As for myself I preferred to __
Friday, the 17th annual .Hnllanri
.....
Fish and Game club banquet ^
_ well enough alone. I could not
scheduled. Sunday, Kenneth R. Os- any pleasure in being thrown r
borne, head of the Hope college pen after I saw what their pi'
music department,will present a looked like. More of Russia
vesper recitalin Memorial chapel week.
a concert in Central

at 4 p. m. Next week Tuesday and
Wednesday the Holland Christian
Endeavor union will present ‘Tak-

DETHMERS AGAIN ON STA1
CENTRAL COMMITTEE

ing the Count” in the Woman’s
Attorney John R. Dethmers,
Literary club building. March 13
land, former Ottawa county
the Holland Choral union and the
cutor, was reappointed by coni
Monica Christian school society tion delegates to the state IJ|
will sponsor an appearanceof the
lican central committee as a
Augustana college choir in Hope congressional member at the
Memorial chapel. March 13 to 16 G. O. P. convention in Flint.
the Holland high school senior
class will present “Skidding.”
ALLEGAN WOMAN DIES
Next week Tuesday and WedNEAR 100
nesday “Taking the Count,” a
three-actcomedy by Vivian Mayo,
Mrs. Helen Tubah, Allegan’si
will be presentedunder the aus- ood oldest resident, died
pices of the Holland Christian En- years. She came to Michi^
deavor union in the Woman’s Lit- 1856 and was born in Now
erary club. The plot, dealing with state in 1842. Mrs. Tubah was
the confusion resulting from mis- acquainted with Mrs. Rosanna ~
taken identities, leads to a succes- who at 101 years of age, is
sion of humorous situations.Mrs. gan’s oldest resident.
Ernest Penns is coaching the play.
o~
Gerald Bax and Charles Stoppels Frances Williams, seven
are business managers.The east is old, son of Mr. and Mn.
composed of John Allison, Paul Williams of 151 East 16th
Scholten; his wife, Lenore Dalman; of pneumonia in He
their daughter,Myrtle De Witt; Saturday,
Mrs. Laura Howard, Betty Wil- held “
harnson; her easy-going son, John
J*11,1?' De Witt; the piano tuner,
_______
Paul. HoIleman;_
the count,^LJojd
.

-

Plakke; Dr.
Girard

-

.
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H
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LOCAL NEWS

Tree of Occult Mystery"

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cook of this
city had as their kuests Mr. anc
Mrs. John Berens, Jr. and Mr. ant
Mrs. John Boerman, Jr. of Bentheim.

s

fourth place in the all -event in
which his scores for the singles,
doubles and five man team were
added together. His total score was
1809. John Mills, also of Holland,

•V;.,

W'

finished in 18th place in the singles
event with a score of 610. The state
meet was held at Battle Creek.

of

suited Friday to the

I^or

ard Kootstra at 126 West 9th st.
when fire started between the walls
high on tb4 front of the residence.
Holland firemen extinguished the
flames.
• • •
A former Holland resident,Burton Aldrick of St. Joseph, had a
narrow escape recently when he
split a lump of cial which was too
big to go into his furnace and
found a stick of dynamite, complete
with fuse and cap, imbedded in the
chunk. Apparently the explosive
had been left there by miners, and
had escaped detectionuntil it reached the mouth of Aldrick’s furnace.
When he lived here about four
years ago, Aldrick was a board of
public works employe.

SERVICE
CONVENIENCE
Enables you to keep in close touch with
shop by telephone ... to run

friends ... to

home of

m,

countless errands without leaving the house.
Approximately42 weifc present
at a parents’ night and demonstration of Scout work presentedby
Troop 7, Third Reformed church,
last week Tuesday. Kenneth Wier-

PROTECTION

2.

Doctor, firemen or
seconds,

police can he reached in

DAY OH NIGHT,

SAVINGS

S.

Reduces transportationexpense
time, steps, money.

. . .

saves

EMPLOYMENT

4.

Employers often turn to the telephoneto

summon workers. Can you be

reached

by telephone?

local bowlers of the Carlings Black

For further infonnalion, or to order • telephone,
coll or visit the

Telephone Buainen

0

MICHIGAN

Office.

BELL

TELEPHONE COMPANY
Ym

e

are cordially iniited to visitthe

BeU System

exhibit at

the

('Men Gate InteractionalExposition,San Frond**, California

Non-Partisan Primary Election

Notice is hereby given

that

Election will be held in
cincts in

March

6,

Last week Thursday
inureday Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Snyder left Holland for
Elk Point, S. D., their new home.
Mrs. Snyder was formerly Miss
Joan Lugers of route 1.

R.

DETHMERS

-

.

-

»

A daughterbom last week Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Albert H.
Gebben of Zeeland has been named
Ardith Fav. A boy, Ronald Jay,
jas bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Douma of route 3. Mrs. Douma
is the former Florence Essenburg.

Election Notice
6,

front with granite, $1,500.
• • •

“According to the figures and
records of both the report issued
Applications for building permits
Mrs. Martha Knoll of 130 East
by the civil servicecommissionand were
ere filed last week with City 14th st. is back from Grand Ledge.
the auditor general’s records, civil Clerk Oscar Peterson by John She kept houSe for her son-in-law
service in a year’s time will have
cost Michiganin increased payrolls
and administrativecosts a sum ap-i
proaching $1,500,000,’’ according to
State Rep. Nelson A. Miles of Holland, who was here last week-end.
He issued the statementin opposition to one by William Rrownrigg, director of the civil service
department, that civil service had
saved the state $1,250,000 in its
first year of operation.

• •

Monday, March

• • •

Label team, were well un among
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smith of 206
the best in the state bowling meet
West
17th st. had as their guests
at Battle Creek recently. Ix>oman
last week-end fheir son and daughfinishedeighth in the singles diviter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
sion and fourth in the all-event.
Smith, and their grandsons, Ronald
Mills was 18th in the singles.
and Lysle, of Royal Oak.

1

fied Friday that he has been ap- ville, N. J., a Princeton Theological
pointed medical examiner for C. seminary student, next May. . ___
Mi
M. T. C. applicants in. this vicinity. Van Leeuwen was accompanied to
Chicago by her mother, Mrs. J. C.
Cecil Huntley, Holland coal deal- Van Leeuwen.
• t
er, discovering a man picking up
coal in his yard recently,was told
The Vender Ploegs on West 15th
that the man planned to use the St. had as their guests Saturday
fuel tp heat his fiahingshanty. He Mr. and Mrs. I. Bouma of Wyoming
extracted a promise from the man park. Mr. Bouma, a former local
that he, Mr. Huntley, would receive mah, recently made a trip to GerATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
some fish in exchange for the coal. many and Holland.
Office: Old Holland City State Batik
As a result, 24 perch, already
• • *
cleaned, were delivered within tVo
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Building “under the dock."
hours.
.
Heaslejr and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
a; • •
Marsilje came back from a motor
Holland, Michigan
The Reformed Church in Amer- trip to Florida.
ica has selectedMiss Inez Von Ins,
a Hope collegegraduate of the class
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Westof 1938 and principal.of Allendale
veer left Saturdayfor a motor trip
High school, as one of two dele- to California,where they plan to
gates to the International Youth spend about a month.
Conference in Amsterdam, The
• • •
BRIDES:—
Netherlands, next summer, it was
Charles Heneveld of Central park
announced Saturday. She is the returned to his home Friday after
By arrangementwith a New York
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
an extendedtrip through the west,
Von Ins of 16 North River Ave.
including a visit to the San Fran- Salon we are able to take charge of
cisco exposition. He saw Cornelius
Funeral services for Albert BonHarthorn in Oregon, but Cornelius all detaile, from outfitting the kride
zelaar of 165 West 17th St. were
didn t see Chuck — young Heneveld
held Thursday afternoon In the glimpsed Harthorn,who is a forto arranging the tablce. Call Bride’s
and in mer Central
vciiiri ai yttiRer,
parker, JUI
just as the
'ormed latter was getting into
* car to Service.
..... —
---- -- Zwier drive away.
officiated. Mr. Bonxelaardied Monday morning. Surviving are the
ROSE CLOAK STORE
Mr. and Mrs. Varry Ter Haar
widow and six children, Mrs. John of Drenthe wer^ pleasantly sur-

JOHN

sema and Robert Barkema were
made junior assistantscoutmasters
and Charles Dykema was given his
commissionas senior patrol leader. Most singular of trees on the continentof North America Is the Monterey
A Scout ax was presented to War- cypress,originally found only In California. It Is said that the tree was
ren Pommeraningfor having the originally brought across the Pacific ocean In an open boat by Buddhist
fastestadvancementsince Septem- monks from a monastery In Thibet where the ancestor of the Monterey
ber. Barkema was also granted the cypress has been venerated for centuries. Leslie Ragan painted this In his
rank of star. Jack Boerigter, Bar- series of trees and flowers for the 1939 Wildlife Week stamp sheets, diskema, Donald Ihrman, Dykema and
tributed by the National Wildlife Federation.
Wiersema received merit badges.
Second class awards were given to
Paul Overbeek, William Faasen, A daughter was born Friday in
Stephenson, who plans to construct
Boerigter and Pommeraning.
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs. n new residence on West 22nd st.
Fred Olsen of 550 Jefferson ave, at a cost of $3,000, and by the F.
John Mills and Charles Looman, Zeeland.
W. Woolworth store, remodel store

by telephone.

ana

—

• • •

Approximately$100 damage n

TELEPHONE
I.

b

anniver, Ben
Telgenhof won
a ring the even-

The second of two quarterly p&yDole and
raenta from the atate aid fond i»
Lodge Pole, S. D.,
served a twoexpected aoon at Holland public Mrs. Gertie Van den
Bn Berg of Volga, course luncheon.
Jlbimrjr fa the city hall, one of the S. D., Mrs. Luke
ce Stegink,
Stegink,Mrs.
• • •
216 public libraries in the state Fred Hoek and Herman Bonxelaar
Bert Ten Brink of Route 2 had
which receive a total of $376,000. of Holland, Mrs. John Scholten of
The first payment, awarded the Graafschap and Henry of Kala- as his guests Friday evening Mr.
local librarylast October when Mias mazoo. Burial was in Graafschap and Mrs. Martin Ten Brink of SauDora Schermer,librarian,attended cemetery.
gatuek. Mr. and Mrs. John Zigter• • «
the state convention, totaled more
man of Douglas, Mr. and Mrs. Wilthan $200.
Funeral services for Aart Van liam Schuitemaof Route 3 and Jos
Den Brand, 79, retired farmer who Prantle of Fennviile. Mrs. Hilda
The De Vries home at 234 West Ikved with his^ daughter, Mrs. Bert Martin and Chuck Martin served
13th st. was the scene recently of
refreshments. The guests spent the
a shower for Mrs. Frank De Vries, 10 years, were held Wednesday
Wedneeday aft- evening in playing cribbage.
the former Miss Mina De Vries of emoon in the Dykstraa funeral h
t • *
home
Borculo. Mrs. J. J. De Vriea andtwhere
Rev. Paul E. Van Eerden
Eei
, the
— - ......
Mr. and Mrs. John Kiaasen of 86
Angeline and Julia De Vries served officiated.Burial was in Pilgrim
East 23rd St., returned this week
refreshments. Viola De Koster, Home cemetery. Mr. Van Den from a trip to Florida.
Thelma Scholten and Julia De Brand died in Cutlervillehospital
Vries won prizes at games during Sunday. He was a member <of Seventh Reformed church. He ia surthe afternoon.
Expires March 4
vived by three daughters, Mrs. JaMr. and Mrs. M. Everett Dick cob Van Grondelle and Mrs. KruisA and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hobeck wyk, both of Holland, and Mrs.
PRIMARY NOTICE
attended the Shrine hall in honor Cornelius De Gram of Grand HaPrimarieswill be held in Perk
of the IllustriousPotentate Henry ven: five sons, Walter of The
W. Walstrom and Mrs. Walstrom Netherlands, John of Zeeland, Cor- Township in Town Hall oft Monday, March 6, for the purpose of
in the Civic auditoriumand Pant- nelius of Detroit and Gehit and
nominating a supervisor,clerk,
lind hotel, Grand Rapids, Friday Anthony, both of Grand Haven: and
a treasurer,a highway commissionevening.
22 grandchildren.
er, e justiceof the peace, a mem• • •
Mrs. James Rabbers and her
Miss Cornelia Van Leeuwen was ber of the board of review, full
young son, Kenneth Dale, are back honored Saturday evening at a term, and four constables.
Polls open from 7:00 e. m. to
at their home in East Holland after bridal shower at the home of Mrs.
being confined Holland hospital Peter Verburg of Chicago, in honor 6:00 p. m., Monday, March 6.
Albert Kronemeyer,
of the marriage of Miss Van LeeuPark Township Clerk.
Dr. William Westrate was noti- wen to William Gaston of Somer-

Charles Looman of Holland An
ished in eighth place in the singles
division in bowling with 634 ant

IMPORTANT
ADVANTAGES

^

'afc-Oi-i

1939

TO HELP YOU PLAN BETTER MEALS!

a Non-Partisan Primary

the several wards and

the City of Holland, Mich.,

pre-

on Monday,

1939, for the purpose of nominating and or

electing the following officers:
City Clerk, City Assessor, Health Officer, 1 Justice of

Peace,

Member
I 1

1 Member of

Pleazc don’t get the impression that Betty

Young just

Board of Police© Fire Commissioners,

of the

Supervisor, 1

the six wards,

the Board of Public Works, 1

Alderman and

1

Constable in each

of

*

right to

conduct cooking classes for large or umali
groups. If your organization would like to
hear Betty Young in person, just drop her
* line. Tell her for what type of group you
want her to speak, how many in the group,
and the date you prefer. Address Betty
Young, Home Service Department, ’n

flavor, wealth of essentialfood ele-

Polling places are as follows:

ments, and adaptability make it
headline news in many family

Ward— Columbia Ave. School— Lincoln & 11th St.
Ward— Engine House No. 1. 63 W. 8th St.
^ . 3rd Ward— Basement Floor City Hall.
4th Ward— Washington School— Maple & 11th St.
£ ' 5th Ward — 1st Precinct Polling Place— College & 19th
5tb Ward— 2nd Precinct, LongfellowSchool- 24th St.
| ' 6th Ward-Van Raalte School— Van Raalte & 19th St.
1st

menus.

2nd

The most convenient wav to buy
bananas is by the “hanrh” In this
way you may cut the bananas as
you need them, green tipned or
brown fleckedyellow and fully ripe.
Bananas, like most tropicalfruits,
should be ripened at room temperature. and since they do look so
attractivein your fruit bowl, don’t
hide them. On the other hand, if
you like to have bananas served
cold, store them in the refrigerator
in an airtight containerfor bananas
do give off a very strong odor.
It is best to buy green tipped
bananas when they are to be used
for broiling, baking or deep frying.
To keep bananas from discoloring
before serving, always moisten
them with a citrus fruit juice
lemon juice or the equivalent.

Jolla at said election will be open from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m.

Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

Why

A

NEW OR USED CAR

will gladly give you

may answer these questions for
many years of practical experience with nationallyknown
that

you. She has had

1%

She’* in charge of the new

the Michigan Gat

the it anziput to help you
Eatier. t+ -y

&

Home

Electric Co.,

and

make your job of homemaking

Betty Young wfl] provide you with new tested redpee each month.
The redoes will be tested in our town test ktkhen, then prmted on
standard sin recipe file cards. Thu system will make it easy for
you to keep recipes at your finger tips, make them easier to use; no
more dipping and pasting to keep recipes you Bee — no more
pagmg through cook books or running through a bos of dippings
for a favorite recipe. Just drop the cards into yow file as you get
them and they’re instantly available— anytime you want them.
The new redoes, six to eight in number, will bo available after the
first of each month at all our offices. Just stop in and ask for

RexApab

,

Belly Young has at her fingertips
hundreds of recipes— from soups to
nuts. These include not only ordinary
recipes,but

many

unusual ones, too.

All have been thoroughly tested in
the kitchen of our

Home

Service

De-

—

partment. All are easy to follow
even for inexperienced brides! If you
have any recipe problems of your own,
please don’t hesitate to write Betty
Young, telling her the trouble, g'fe*

BETTY YOUNG RECIPE CARDS.

They’re

yows

for the asking.

n

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE

V f

Ratty Young wants to kelp you with other problems too! She will
give you hints on serving, baking hints, conduct cooking daises for
yon and bob yon in ovary way she can with yotr L
•
Problems. (Sat detafls at faft).

teaspoon nutmeg
cup shortening
cups sugar

—

Huvti

cups mashed bananas (4 to 5

bananas)

I*!!#-

Peoples State

Bank
.

MICHIGAN

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

DepositsInsured up to $5,000.00
Federal Reserve

i

^

NEW RECIPES EACH MONTH

1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
’4 teaspoon cloves
teaspoons cinnamon

\
%

Department of

V

•

2 eggs, well, beaten

r

MEET BETTY YOUNG!
Service

Young!

Banana Spice Cake
Temperature:350 dejrrees.
Time: About 35 minutes.
2*4 cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder

m

&

^

baking companies. What’s more important, she knows how to apply this
knowledge to meet your problems.
Send an SOS to Belty
}

1. Peel bananas, and cut crosswise
into halves.
Place on crisp lettuce leaves or
other greens,allowing ^ banana
to each serving.
3. Top with Rubv dressing and
chopped nuts. Six servings.
Ruby Dressing
Stir Mi cup cranberry jelly slowly into */4 cun cream cheese to
make a smooth mixture.
2. Cover and store in a refrigerator until used.

LOW INTEREST RATES

Member

Young

some helpfulhints

Ruby dressing
‘4 cup chopped nuts

MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN

HOLLAND

.' -v

don’t cakes and breads always

prevent baking failures? Betty

lettuce

TO ASSIST IN THE PURCHASE OF

1

turn out successfully?How cao you

Banana Salad with Ruby Dressing
3 rij>e bananas

LOANS

I

ULnli

ftafanq,

—

Automobile

home and answers letters;
come
your home town to give talks or
sits

Far from it! She’s ready and eager to

The banana has been called one
of the most popular of all fruits,
and well it may — for its delicious

System

'

What’S the correct way

2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1. Sift together the flour, baking

for a formal dinner?

to set a table

How

should the

guests be seated? What course* should
*•

.

sugar, a few tablespoons at a
time until the mixture is light
and fluffy,
3. Add eggs and beat well.
4. Add flour mixture, alternately
with banana, a small amount at
a tjme. Beat after each addition
until

and how? Betty Young
has made it her business to know the
answers to important questions like
these. She can help you become a
more successful btwtees, if you’ll let
her pars on to you what she has

V

smooth.

£

Pour into greased layer cake

-

4 .s'

serving.Drop hsr • Koj today

Gai A Ekdric

START YOUR BETIY

------

Compaa^r'~

¥OW«

RECIPE FILE

NOW!

r

learned about table decorations and

Stir in flavoring.

pant and bake.

ol tfc* Mchitan

be served —

*---

MidufSA Gas ft
''jiff*'*'

:«0

Electric
^

Company

.

a

'

'

SOCIETY NEWS

TTTTTYVTfTfTTfTm
A party {or members of

the
Knights of Pythias lodge and their
guests in the dub rooms Thursday
evening was attended by approximately 60. The ladies' prise was
awarded to Mrs. Harpld Karsten,
while James Bierley received the
men’s prise. Neil Van Duren was
in charge of serving luncheon.

‘

‘.y

But

Tru

It’s

Cross

&

TenCate
Attorneys-at-Law
/*'

Office:

Over Holland State

Bank

,

Holland, Michigan

Eye, Ear, Note and throat
Specialist

adjust all claims and demands

8411

HAVC

MO </CA»S-TH€Rim
MMJfACTUHM
MAMA/6 A TOTAL Of
28 CAMS TOMV*»»

ON if /M

ments. The guests played games.

ited, and that a time and place he
appointed to receive,examine and

Holland. Mich.
against said deceasedby and beOffice Houra: 9-11 a.m. 1-5 p.m. fore said court:
Eveninga—Saturday7:00 to 9:00
It is Ordered, That creditors of
Phones: Office
Rea. 9776
said deceased are required to present their claims to said court at
E. J. BACH ELLER
said Probate Office on or before the
D. C, Ph. C.
21st day of June, A. D., 19S9,
Chiropractor
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, aald
Office: Holland City State Bank. time and place being hereby ap-

Although UM twef
Of AMOtKAN JHJTOS
PUT ON THE
MARKET !kj TH€ LAST

*€!

Hours:

The home of Mrs. C. J. Dregman
on West 14th st. was the scene laht

10-11

190 River

The Probate Court for the CounOttawa.
At a session of said Court, held

ty of

at the Probate Office in the City of
at the Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven in the said County,
Grand Haven in the said County, on the 9th day of Feb., A. D.,
on the 11th day of Feb., A. D.» 1939.
1939.
Preeent, Hon. Cora Vande WaPresent, Hon. Cora Yande Wa- ter, Judge of Probate.
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
In the Matter of the Estate of
Philip Nieuwenhuise.Deceased.

time for presentationof claims
Dr. A. Leenhouts the
against said estate should be lim-

(Over Model Drug Store)

Miu

The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held

Harry Skinner, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that

Mrs. J. Barkema, Mrs. P. Vinkemulder and Mra. J. Hoffman were
honored at a joint birthday party
last week Wednesday at the nome
of Mrs. H. Weller of 881 Columbia
ave. A program was enjoyed. Mrs.
Weller, Mrs. J. Olthoff and Miss
JeanetteHoffman served refresh-

ft

STATE OF MICHIGAN

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Diekema

Miss Gertrude Brouwer was honored last week Wednesday afternoon when Mrs. John Jipping entertained. The bride-to-be was
given a dinner set, and the group
enjoyed refreshments;

••**••*
o. V/iUOfl
Mrs. W. J. Westveer and Mrs. W.
C. Kools won prises at the affair
Wednesday.Thursday Mrs. Fred
Boone and Mrs. William Winter

Expires Mar. 7-17777

Expires Mar. 11-17696

& 7-8 p.m. pointed for the examinationand
adjustment of all claims and deHolland
mands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That pubPhone 2464
lic notice thcreef be given by pub:30 a.m.; 2-5

Ave.

Isaac Kouw, having filed his pean instrument
filed in said Court be admittedto
Probate as the last will and testament of said deceased and that administrationof said estate be
granted to himself or some other
suitable person.
It is Ordered, That the 4th day
of April, A. D., 1989, at ten A. M.,
at said Probate Office is hereby appointed for hearing said petition.
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof he given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hoi
land City News, a newspaper print
ed and circulated in said county.

tition, praying that

•

lication of a copy of this order for

CORA VANDE WATER,
Judge of Probate.

A

true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

HOLLAND
STATE

three successiveweeks previous U
said day of hearing, in the Holland City News, a newspaperprintDefault having been made In the ed and circulatedin said county.
RAAJ A HALF MILE
Expires March 4
CORA VANDE WATER,
conditions of a certain mortgage
held the high scores.
IH TWO MINUTES ANP
Judge of Probate.
made by Anthony W. Kwiatkowaki
ONE fECONP AT THf A6E
and Frances Kwiatkowski,husband A true copy:
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The annual Sixth Reformed
OF HO "WHEN HE
Harriet Swart,
and wife, to Frank S. Baldwin datchurch congregational social was
OUT OF TRAINING "•
Register of Probate.
ed the 1st day of December,A. D..
highlightedwith an all-musical
In IHOIA PfOPLE ARE
In the Circuit Court for the
Expires Mar. 25
19'28, ami recorded in the office of r
program Friday evening.William
AUOWtD TO MARRY
County of Ottawa.*
the Registerof Deeds for the CounExpires
Mar.
11-0660.
Strong, chairman of the committee
LfGAUV AT THE A6E
STATE OF MICHIGAN
In Chancery.
ty of Ottawa and State of Michiwhich arranged the program,led a
OF F/UE
STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
gan. on the 4th day of December.
song service ahd also announced
t WNU S«nric«
STATE SAVINGS ASSOCTA COUNTY OF OTTAWA IN
The Probate Court for the Coun
A. D., 1928, in Libor 137 of Mortthe various numbers. During the
TION, a Michigan Corporation, CHANCERY
gages. on page 230, which mort- ty of Ottawa.
songs, Mrs. S. Plagenhoefplayed
Most Indian girls marry before they are 12. Often they have been promised to thcii husbandsas much gage was assigned by mesne conAt a session of said Court, held Plaintiff vs. JOHN G. EMERY and THE HOLLAND CITY
the organ and Henry Slager acas ten years before they are born. There is h record oi a child having become a mother at the ate of nine, veyances to ReconstructionFin- at the Probate Office in the City of ETHEL M. EMERY, Defendants. DEPOSITORSCORPORATION,
companied on the piano. Jack and
In pursuanceof a decree of the
although, generally,the husband and wife live apart until the girl reaches the age of 12.
ance Corporation, on which mort- Grand Haven In the said County,
Plaintiff,
Paul Barkel 'played trumpet and
gage there is claimed to be due at on the 7th day of Feb., A. D., Circuit Court for the County of
vs.
trombone selections.Henry Slager
Ottawa, In Chancery, made and enthe date of this notice, for princi- 1939.
directed the junior choir in two
pal and interest to 11-15-38 the
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- tered on the 4th day of January. Isreal Platt, George Staasey, Alex- i
numbers. James Rowan played his 81 on April 22 and Mrs. Crane, who ciated. Mrs. Ryzenga died Thurs- at Ganges has been sold to H. S. sum of 33,047.10 Dollars, and an ter. Judge of Probate.
A. D., 1939, in <h<» above entitled ander C, Mitchell, Cyron Burdick, i
accordion, and Bob Van Voorst
In the Matter of the Estate of cause, I, the subscriber,a Circuit Matthew Mitchell, Hoaea B. Huswas1 the first white child born in day night. Burial was in East Hough of South Haven, by the Attorney’s fee of thirty-fiveDolsang a solo. Carolyn and Bernice
iggs. George W.
Anton’e Dogger, Deceased.
Court Commissionerfor the Coun- ton, William S. Driggs.
Saugatuck cemetery. She is sur- owners, Miss Alice Dunn and Mrs. lars, as provided for in said mortFennville,was 76 last June 20.
Hibma sang several duets. Mrs.
William
Peter A. Dogger having filed in ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell Rice, Daniel S. Wnlbridge,
Ibridte, Willi
vived by a daughter, Gertrude, at Emily Lamour. Mr. Hough will gage, and no suit or proceedings at
•
•
•
Plagenhoefand Mr. Slager played
law
having
been
instituted
to
re- said Court his petition, praying for at public auction or venduo to the Mackay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall,
home;
two
sons,
Herman
and
Edtake
possession
soon.
This
propMr. and Mrs. Elmer Burgh of
an arrangementof “The Holy City”
ward of East Saugatuck,and ten erty has been in the Dunn family cover the moneys secured bv said license to sell the interestof said highest bidder at the North Front FrederickW. Mncy, Jan Trimpe,
as an organ and piano duet. Burt Ann Arbor visited Saturday and
estate in certain real estate therein Door of the Court House in the Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry
grandchildren.
for many years, having been clear- mortgage, or any part thereof.
Sunday
in
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Kortering presented the budget.
^ City of Grand Haven, in laid D. Parkman, Andries VerSchufe,
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
ed
by
N.
S.
Ketcham,
an
early
pio•
•
.
The Rev. J. Vanderbeek, pastor, Mrs. Albert Nye, parents of Mrs.
it is Ordered, That the 21st day County of Ottawa. State of Mich- Gabriel Van Puttea^ Nelson B.
virtue of the power of sale conFuneral
services
for
Elmer
Emneer
and
grandfather
of
the
late
spoke. Devotions were in charge of Bergh, Ganges. They were on their
tained in said mortgage, and the of March, A. D., 1939, at ten o’- igan, on the 14th day of March, A. Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdala
mons, 60,. of Trowbridge township, owners.
the Rev. T. Hibma. Later, a social way home from Chicago, where
statute in such «ase made and pro- clock in the forenoon, at said Pro- D., 1939, at 10 o'clockin the fore• • •
were held Sunday in Merson church
they
attended
for
three
days
the
^ hour was enjoyed.
Rather an artisticWashington’svided, on Friday the 24th day of bate Office, be and is hereby ap- noon, Eastern Standard Time, of
^Home' Insulation division of the with burial in Mallory cemetery.
birthday was celebratedat the February,A. D., 1939^ at ten o’- pointed for hearing said petition, that day, all those certain lands
Mr.
Emmons
dropped
dead
in
MerFriday night the Maplewood 'national conventionof Standard
son general store last week Wed- luncheon given by Mrs. Abbott clock in the forenoon, the under- and that all persons interested in and premises or so much thereof CIO, VJCWIKC r IhVII, tll-IIIIMU.
P.-T. A. held its regular meeting, Lime and Stone Companies.
nesday while telephoning for a doc- Davis of Saugatuck. The part signed will, at the North door of said estate appear before said as shall be necessary to pay and Fitch, Jacob B. Bailer, Anion W.
with Montello park ladies presenttor
for other members of his fam- especiallyappealing were the table Court House in the City of Grand Court, at said time and place, to satisfythe amount of the said de- Langdon, or their unknown heirs,
ing the play, “Soup, Sand and SageThe Saugatuck Woman’s club
embellishments
hatchets carved Haven, that being the place where show cause why a license to sell cree, viz: $1,580.05,and the costs devisees,legatees and assigns, .
ily who had the flu.
brush.” John Siebelink presided. will be entertained Friday after• • •
from red cedar by Mr. Davis. the Circuit Court for the County the interestof said estate in said and expensesof this sale, togeth* .V : Defendants.
Devotions were led by Harold Ort- noon by the president,Mrs. R. E.
James Hodge, 17, of Allegan Augmentingthese was a cherry of Ottawa is held, sell at Public real estate should not be granted; er with interest thereon from the
man, who also directed community Madden, who will present Mrs.
ORDER
OF
PUBLICATION
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pub
Auction,
to
the
highest
bidder,
the
branch from a tree which tradition
singing. Mr. and Mrs. W. Ash and Minnie Baker-Bardenin a travelog. township, is serving *a 30-day jail says was grafted upon what was premises described in said mort- lie notice thereof be- given by pub- date of the decree at 7 per cent?
sentence after pleadingguilty to
and if said sale is insufficient to pay
On filing the bill of complaint in
• at
Mr. and Mrs. M. Essenberg had
left of the original cherry tree gage, or so much thereof as may be lication of a copy of this order for
panhandling Thursday.
these amounts, then to certify the the above entitled cause, and on
charge of the program. Clarence
Funeral servicesfor Mrs. Benja• * •
which George Washington is pur- necessary to pay the amount so as three successiveweeks previous to deficiencyto the Court for a per- reading the affidavit of Elbern ParElders and his harmonizers fur- min Slotman, 60, were held Tuesaforesaid due on said mortgage, said day of hearing, in the HolSigns warning fishermen to “keep ported to have hacked down accordsonal decree against the said de- sons, attorney for plaintiff,on file,
nished music. M. B. Rogers, Zee- day at her home in East Saugatuck
with six per cent interest, and all land City News, a newspaperprinting
to
the
Ipgend.
Another
interland schools superintendent, gave and in Sixth Reformed church, Hol- off” Hamilton pond were found esting souvenir was a bit of plaster legal costs, together with said at- ed and circulatedin said county. fendant John G. Emery, for the from which it appears thqt it is not
known and plaintiff after diligent
the main talk of the ' evening. land, with the Rev. J. Vanderbeek Wednesday when owners of sur- from the walls of George Washing- torney’s fee, to-wit: all that certain
CORA VANDE WATER payment of such deficiency.
Said Property being described search and inquiry has been unable
“Taking Out Citizenship Papers,” officiating. Mrs. Slotman died Fri- rounding property took action ton’s first surveyor’s office.Mr. piece of land situate in the TownJudge
of Probate.
as follows:
to ascertain whether the defenda dialogue, was presented by Ted day at her home. Burial was in against heavy fishing of the pond and Mrs. Davis secured the cherry ship of Tallmadge, County of Otta- A true copy:
for bluegills. A deputy sheriff was
The South Ten (10) acres of ant*, Isreal Platt, George Stasaey,
and Harold Alderink.
panto- Pilgrim Home cemetery.Surviving
wa and State of Michigan, describ- Harriet Swart,
branch
and
the
bit
of
plaster
while
the North Twenty (20) acres of AlexanderC. Mitchell,Qyron Burmime, “Dr. Quackem,” concluded are the husband, Beniamin; four stationed at the favorite spot of on a trip to Frederisburg two years ed ns follows: Startingat the
Register of Prohate.
ice fishermen to enforce’ the posted
chell,!
Hosea B.
{Hosea
the northeast fractionalquarter dick, Matthew Mitchell,
children, Harvey of Holland, Justin
the program.
Southwest
corner
of
the
Southeast
ago. The surveyor’s office has been
flf the northeast quarter of Sec. Huston, William S. Drii
at hon\e, Mrs. James Van Hui^of warnings against trespassing.Conquarter (SE14) of Section twentorn
down.
Another
harmonious
Expires March 4
tion Four (4), Town Seven (7) W. Rice, Daniel S. Wall
Albert Bronkhorst, who planned East Saugatuck and Gertrude at servationOfficer Harry Plotts con- table decoration was a beautiful ty-seven(27) of Township seven
firmed the reports that the pond
North, Range Sixteen (16) West Ham Mackay, Ge< *e Tort-ey, Isaac
to leave Thursday to work out with home; two grandchildren;two
(7)
North
of
Ranga
thirteen
(13)
centerpieceof sweet peas and white
SEWER PROPOSAL
of Grand Haven Township,Otta- Hall, Frederick W. Macy, Jan
the Shreveport White Sox in brothers,Herman and Joe Vogel of was inaccessibledue to closing the daisies. The receptacle for this West, thence north one hundred
surrounding land. It was believed
Trimpe, Lyman Mower, Israel
wa County, Michigan.
Shreveport, La., was honored at a Grand Rapids, and a sister, Mrs.
sixty (160) rods, thence East forty
bouquet
was
a
glass
howl
which
West 28th St. From River to
that residents of the village were
Foote, Henry D. Parkman, Andries
Dated: January 26th, 1939.
(40)
rods,
thence
South
eighty
farewell party recentlyat the home Edward Veenstra of Holland.
Pine Avenues
aroused followingthe arrest of was presentedas a wedding gift (80) rods, thence East forty (40)
VerSchure, Gabriel Van Putten,
J. Thomas Mahan,
I of Mr. and Mrs. Casey Isreals. Miss
• » •
three Grand Rapids men Tuesday to Mrs. Davis’ father and mother, fads, thence South eighty (80) rods
Circuit Court Commissioner,Nelson B. Jones, James B. Porter,
GeraldineRinkus, Mrs. Joe WierSeventy thousand dollarswas apMr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Gaylord,
who'
Holland, Mich.
Ottawa County, Michigan. Tisdale Bullock, Joseph W. Wilds,
sema .and Dick Wiersema won proved for each of three post offices when they were found with 175 were married on Washington’s to the section line, thence West
bluegills. The pond is a backwater
Feb. 16, 1939.
Hugh O. Reilley, Reuben Moore,
Carmody,
Geib A Walsh,
eighty (80) rods to the place of beprizes at games during the evening. in Fennville,Otsego and Plainwell
birthday 53 years ago. This bowl
Stephen
Moore, James Loclrie,
Attorneys
for
Plaintiff,
Refreshments were served. The last week by the appropriations of the Rapid river, and covers about has escaped ^ destruction two
exc(Tt'n{[! h°wevpr» a
Hiram Rogers, George A. Fitch,
group presented Mr. Bronkhorst committee of the house of repre- ten acres. It has been frequently
922 Michigan Trust Bldg.,
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
the
J) ‘ J' wid^ rTninJ
stocked with fish by the state de- ferent times when its owners lost ,*!£
Jennie L. Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey,
with a prize.
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
sentativesin Washington,D. C. A
Common Council of the City of Holtheir possessions by fire.
partment of conservation.
East from a point twenty (20) rods
Amon W. Langdon, or their un• • •
Grand
Rapids
post
office
project
land
at
a
session
held
Wwlnesday,
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAA
North of the Southwestcorner of Feb. 15, 1939, adopted the following
• • *
known heirs, devisees,legateesand
was allowed 31,400,000.Legislation
During the past semester Charles said description.
assigns, are living or dead, or
Citizens of Allegan will have an B. White, principal at Hamilton
ALLEGAN COUNTY
by congress and appropriations of
Expires March 4
resolution:
Reconstruction Finance Corporwhere they mav reside if living, or
VTTV
WVVVVVVVVV funds are still necessary before the opportunity in April at the regu- school, attended classes at the Uniation, Owner of Mortgage.
wnemer me
imeresi, claim,
“RESOLVED, That a lateral
whether
the mie,
title, interest,
lar spring election to cast a ballot
work is assured, however.
versity of Michigan both at Grand
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
The cast for the next Hamilton
lien or a possible right to the real
• » •
indicatingtheir desire on the ques- Rapids and at Ann Arbor. Two AlexanderMcCaslfn and Cholette, sewer be constructed in West 28th
community play, "Foxy Mrs. FosAttorneysfor Reconstruction St. from River to Pine Aves., that
In the Circuit Court for the estate hereinafter described, has
April 1 has- been set as the ap- tion of whether or not the city’s trips were made to Grand Rapids
Finance Corporation.
ter,” by Bruce Bardon is practicing
said sewer be laid at the depth and County of Ottawa.
been assigned to any person or
charter
should
be
amended
to
proproximate
date on which the Alleduring
the
week
and
one
to Ann
regularly. The cast of characters
grade and of the dimensionsprew, or if dead whether they
In Chancery.
gan
sewage
disposal plant will be- vide non-partisanelections, possible Arbor on Saturday.
Expires
Mar.
11—17781
includes Lynn Foster, who is opscribed in the diagrams, plans and
Have representatives or *
heirs
" I liv• • •
BARON,
gin to operate, according to Mayor city commission form of governSTATE OF MICHIGAN
posed to matrimony,Clarice Brink;
profiles and in the manner required POEST, and JOHN A. HART- ing. or where some or any of t
them
ment
with a city manager, and a
Walter Mullet of Ohio will begin
Mrs. Martha Foster, her adoring S. J. Wise. The 3225,000 project municipal court instead of the presThe Probate Court for the Coun- by the specifications for same pro- GERINK, Trustees of the Segre- BL—
reside,, or
such
- whether
..r _______
__title, in
has been financed by a government
a revival campaign in the Fennville
- mother, Mrs. Allen Callahan; Nella
ty of Ottawa.
visionallyadopted by the Common gated Assets of the Zeeland State est, claim, lien or possibleright to
approximatelyent justice of the peace offices. Methodist church beginning Mar. 6.
Harmer, who sharer Lynn’s views, appropriationo
At a session of said Court, held Council of the City of Holland on Bank,
This action was decided by the city
• • •
Michigan Corporation, the said following described real
3180,000,, with the city providing
Florence Brower; Mamie- Long,
at the Probate Office in the City of Feb. 15, 1939, and now on file in Plainrtiffs vs. HENRY O. VAN estate has been disposed of by will,
council at its regular meeting Monthe remainder.
Hutchen’s lake, south of Fennmaid servant at the Foster home,
Grand Haven in said County, on the the office of the Clerk; that the DAM and MINNIE
day evening.
• • •
DAM, and that plaintiff has been unabje
ville, surely is a "pike lake,” soDoris Ende; Leon Fester, who
V*
•
14th day of Feb., A. D., 1939.
cost and expense of constructing Defendants.
after diligent search and inqufrjr,
Approximately
150
workers
are
called. Within a week two were
arrives unexpectedly, Frederick
Floyd Stauffer was brought to caught each weighing 16 lbs. BerPresent. Hon. Cora Vande Water. such lateralsewer be paid partly
to ascertain the names of said perNotice of Sale.
expected to be employed in the K.
Johnson; Prof. Gilbert Poor, who
Judge of Probate.
from the General Sewer Fund of
sons included as defendants herein.
and
S. Fiber Products Co., which his home in New Richmond from narth Crane, living near the lake,
In
pursuance
of
a
decree
of
the
collects beetles, John Haakma;
In the Matter of the Estate of said City and partly by special
Douglas hospital w’here he had been
Now, therefore, on motion of
Dora Hope, who runs a matrimonial will begin operations in the former treated for blood poisoning. He is caught one and a Kalamazoo fishMeelis Van Kampen, Deceased. assessment upon the lands, lots and Circuit Court for the County of Ot- Elbern Parsons, attorney for plainBaker
furniture factory in April.
erman
the
other. Several more were
tawa, In Chancery,made and enbureauf Harriet Van Doomik; PenIsaac Kouw having filed in said
Company officialsfrom the east are getting along nicely.
caught averaging 10 pounds each. court his petition praying that said premises of private property own- tered on the 25th day of June, A. tiff, it is ordered that the said
^’’elopeRandall, who comes from the
t • •
ers
abutting
upon
said
part
of
the
above named defendants.- Isreal
o
now superintending preparation of
South, Jennie De Boer; Mrs. Cecil
court adjudicate and determine who above listed district,and being D., 1938, in the above entitled Platt, George Stasaey, Alexander
Miss Margaret Martin, who has
the factory for work.
SPRING
YACHT
CLUB
Foster, who is very impulsive,Evecause, I, the subscriber,a Circuit
were at^ the time of his death the
been spending some time in Florida
• e •
WILL TAKE CHARGE OF VEN- legal heirs of said deceased and en- adjacent to said lateralsewer and Court Commissionerfor the Coun- C. Mitchell, Cyron Burdick, MatTJlyn Rigterink; Jack Ladd, who is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
such other lands, lots and premises
thew Mitchell, Hosea B. Huston,
ETIAN NIGHT AT TIME OF titled to inherit the real estate of
State aid funds totaling 320,always falling asleep, Donald Van
as hereinafter required and speci- ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell William S. Driggs, George W. Rice,
Fred Martin, returned Saturdayby
COAST
GUARD
FETE
459.10
will
be
distributed
in
the
Doornik; and Joseph Comfort, who
w’hich said deceased died seized,
bus. She is visiting her brother
fied assessed according to the esti- at public auction or vendue to the Daniel S. Walbridge, William MacIt is ordered, that the 21st day mated benefits thereto determined highest bidder at the North Front kay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall,
is on the plain clothes squad, Purlin year’s remainingpayment to Alle- and sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
The
Spring
Lake
Yacht
club
Tanis. Miss Florence Lugten is gan county schools.
Door of the Court House in the FrederickW. Macy, Jan Trimpe,
Ward Martin, in Saugatuck, for a agreed to take charge of the Ven- "f March. A.D., 1939, at ten o’- as follows:
• * a
directing the play.
City of Grand Haven, in said Coun- Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry
few days before going hack to her etian night parade to be held in clock in the forenoon, at said pro• •
bate office, be and is hereby apWest 28th St. No. 1 Sewer
Funeral servicesfor Mrs. Johan- work in Grand Rapids. Her parents
ty of Ottawa, State of Michigan, D. Parkman, Andries VerSchure,
Grand Haven on Aug. 4 in connec- pointed for hearing said petition;
The Leslie Dunn home has been nes Ryzenga, 86, of East Sauga- are making a longer stay in Floron the 14th day of March, A. D., Gabriel Van Putten, Nelson B.
Total estimated cost of
tion with the third annual U. S.
•It is Further Oraered, Tnat pubrented to Wm. Wilkinson of Grand tuck, were held Monday at hei: ida.
lateral sewer .....................
32503.13 1939, at 11 o’clockin the forenoon, Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdale
Coast Guard Water fete. The action lic notice thereof be given by pubRapids. He is a brother of Bert home and in East Saugatuck church,
*
*
Eastern Standard Time, of that Bullock,Joseph W. Wilds, Hugh O.
was taken at a meeting of the flag lication of a copy of this order, for Amount to be raised by
Wilkinson and is associated with where the Rev. S. P. Miersma offi- The 80-acre William Dunn farm
day, all those certain lands and Reilley, Reuben Moore, Stephen
special assessment on
officers and committee chairmen at three successive weeks previous to
him m the farm implementbusiness
premises or so much thereof as Moore, James Lockie, Hiram Rogprivate property accordthe home of Commodore James M. said day of hearing, in the Holat Glenn.
shall be necessary to pay and satis- ers, George A. Fitch, Jennie L.
ing
to
estimated
benefits
Spencer.
land City News, a newspaper printreceived ...........................2085.94 fy the amount of the said decree, Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey, Amon W.
Appointment of a yacht club ed and circulatedin said County.
The fift
fty-eighth wedding anniviz: $8,623.47,and the costs and langdon, or their untenownheirs,
committee
and
plans
for the ocAmount
to be paid from
CORA VANDE WATER,
versary o:
)f Mr. and Mra. John H.
expenses of this sale, together with devisees,legatees and assigns,and
casion will be made later. The
Judge of Probate. the General Sewer Fund, 417.19 interestthereon from the date of each of them, shall enter their apCrane, Fennville, took place on
Friday on which the Venetian night A true copy:
Thursday, Feb. 23, but on account
CARRY ALL SIZE
That the lands, lots and premises tho decree at 6 per cent; and if pearance in this cause within three
is to be held is also the opening
Harriet Swart,
of Mrs. Crane’s poor health, a celeunon which said specialassessment said sale is insufficient to pay these months from the date of tills order,
day of the West Michigan Yachting
Register of Probate.
bration this time will have to be
shall l>e levied shall include all the amounts, then to certify the defi- and that in default thereof that
Pocahontas
association’sannual three-day reRegal
dispensed with. Mr. Crane will be
gatta which will be held in Spring ATTENTION — Stock owners. Free private lands, lots and promises ciency to the Court for a personal said bill be taken as confessed by
Lake this year. Visiting yachts sendee given on dead or disabled lying within the special assessment decree against the said defendants the said defendantsand each of
Mayflower
G. Van Dam nand
Minnie them.
district desi «mated by a red line in Henry
-p"
" u irinimu
will be invited to participate in
Anthracite]
servicegiven on dead or disabled
the diagramsand plats of said dis- \an ^am and/or each of them, for
the parade.
And it is further ordered that
h o t a e i and sows. Notify us
Southern
of such
deficiency.
paymen^f
suclwleficicnc^^
The group also discussed plans promptly. Phone 9745, collect. trict by the Common Council in the payment
within forty days from the date
Said Property being described hereof, plaintiffshall cause this
Star
for the coming racing season and HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS. connection with the constructionof
Hard Coal
said sewer, all of which private as follows:
social activities during the ensuing
order to be published in the Hollots, lands and premises are heremonths. It is expected that added
The South one-half (SH) of land City News, a newspaperprintby designated and declared to constiihulus will be given yachting acthe Northeast quarter (NE>4) of ed, published and circulatedin said
Stars stitute
a special sewer district for
tivities this summer by the re-orSection Thirty-one (31), Town County of Ottawa, and such publiganization of yacht clubs at Mac- Moat beautiful tribute to one de- the purpose of special assessment,
Five (5) North, Range Thirteen cation shall continue once each
Phone
121 East 7th St.
Holland
THE FLU or its after effeete
parted b the offering that expects to defray that part of the cost and
atawa bay and Muskegon.
(13) West
week for six weeks in succession.
'
'O
no reward save its own evidence expense of constructing a lateral
Dated January 12, 1939.
quickly disappearwhen Spinal
sewer in the above listed district,
Are Not Great Patriot*
of lasting worth. Whether simple
The East one-half (E%) of
FRED T. MILES,
Adjustments are taken.
in
tho
manner
hereinbefore
deter. “Some men,” said Hi Ho, the sage
the Northwest Quarter (NW14) Countersigned:Circuit Judge.
or imposing in character,memorial mined bv the Common Council,said
of Chinatown,“make the mistake
of the Southeast quarter (SE%)
problems of yours become ours district to bo known and designated
WILUAM WILDS,
of thinking that they are great paof Section Thirty-one (31), Town
from the day you consult us.
as: “West 28th No. 1 Special Sewer
County Clerk.
Start on the
triots because they have gotten into
Five
(6)
North,
Range
Thirteen
no
Assessment District.”
ELBERN
PARSONS,
(13)
West
the habit of giving three cheers on
road to recovAttorney for Plaintiff,
the slightest provocation.”
RESOLVED further, That the
ery by Phoning
Business Address:Holland, Mich.
The
West
one-half
(Wtf)
of
Citv Clerk be Instructed to give
This suit involves the following
2 4 7 9
notice of the proposed construction the Northeast Quarter (NEK)
of the Southeast quarter (SEK) described lands and premises menof
said
lateral
sewer
and
of
the
for aa office
FRIENDLY . SERVICE
of Section Thirty-one (31), Town tioned in the Bill of Complaint, tospecial assessmentto be made to
or home
<5) North, Range Thirteen wit:
jlefrav part of the expense of con
Wo know our customon don't wish to submit to smrallevee
• (13) West
Beginningat a point 6364) feet
ST. ' appointment '
structing
such
sewer,
according
to
borraasinginvestigations so wo ofior a Personalized
W. of the SW comer of the NW54
diagrams,plans and estimates on
Loan Service designed to provide quick cash loans
, The above parcels of land be- of the SEK of Section 18,
file in the office of the City Clerk,
UQUIO-TASLirt
ing located in the Township of North, Range 15 W, running thence
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever,
and
of
the
district
to
be
assessed
prfeo
SALVjNNOSK
Jamestown,
Ottawa Com ty, N 1 degree W 671 feet; thence N
— Holland Office
therefor,
bv
publication
in
the
Hol10c « 25c
Michigan.
88 degrees 38 minutes, & 66.4 feet;
GET A
land City News for two weeks, and
30 W. Eighth Street
thence S 1 degree E 671 '
LUMBER
BARGAINS
that
Wednesday,
March
16, 1939, Dated: January 26th, 1939.
Your car (it need not be paid for)— personaitpropthence S 88 degrees 38
J. Thomas Mahan,
at 7:30 P. M, be and is hereby de— Zeeland Office
Circuit Court Commissioner,W 66.4 feet to beginning
termined
as
the
time
when
the
63 E. Main St., Phone 137
Ottawa County, Michigan. in the south half of S
Common Council and the Board of
Shearing. $80.00, Shiplap. $30.00.
Town. 6 North,. Range
Public Works will meet at the Lokker and Den Herder,
Boards,
Ottawa County, M<-k*"'—'
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Council
Rooms
to
consider
any
sugGet our
on Barn shingles
Business
Address:
lERN
gestions or objectionsthat may be
and rough
and white
come in and talk it
Holland, Michigan.
made
to
the
construction
of
said
Anything
you
ill
CHIROPRACTOR
sewer, to said assessmentdistrict,
ae. White Pine
and to said diagrams, plans, plats
28 Yews* Experience
print.

cjjm

Expires Feb. 26, 1939
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Mrs. Lester Mus grove of Detroit: dates for the mission hospital.
grandchildren; two brothers,
Mr. and Mrs. John Plasman, Jr.
John W. of Holland and William spent Sunday at the home of Mr.
'TTTTTTtTTTTT'
of rural route No. 2, and three and Mrs. Lloyd Albers in Grand
Can driven by Marie
sifters, Mrs. Gertrude Koetje on Rapida.
SI, of M Westt ITlh
Vnh at, Bern
B Form1
rural
route No. 2, Mrs. John
A very pleasantsurprise was
rand Rapids, and Barama, S8, of Grand
Kamphouse of Marion and Mrs. given in honor of Mrs. Alwrt Meis.
\
Mf Niefert, SO,
SO, of 22 East 10th
Aliie Knoll of rural route No. 2. te's birthday at her home, on MonSt, were Involved in a three-car
day evening, by the following
___
Satarday afternoon at 16th
Hope college debaters last week friends: Rev. and Mrs. G. J. Vannd Central Police listed Ted Td
ctnhof of 802 West 16th St, and made a record at the Manchester de Riet, Mrs. Mary Nyhuis. Mr.
Ariona Easenburgof 861 West 20th Invitational tournament at Man and Mrs. George Kraker and Mr.
Chester, Ind., which was "higher and Mrs. Ralph Vos.
St, as witnesses. 1
than that of any other collegethat
**
Mrs. Ralph Steksteeof Grand
‘f
Funeral services for Martin De we could locate,"according to Dr. Rapids is soending this week at the
Vries. 41, a former local resident Holland Shackson, men’s debate home of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Voorwere held in the Langel&ndfuneral coach. The men won 23 contests horet
home Wednesdayafternoon with and lost nine. The women debaters
the Rev. R. H. Danhof officiating. won eight out of 22 contests.The
Burial was in Pilgrim Home ceme- men’s results follow; A division:
tery. Mr. De Vries died at his home Robert Bonthuis and Donald Van
in Chicago Sunday after a heart Liere, five victoriesin six debates;
attack.He left here about 20 years Bob Verburg and Wilbur Jacobs,
ago. Surviving are the widow and three out of six. B division:Richone brother,Fred De Vries of Hol- ard Aardsma and OrvilleHine, five
land. His mother, Mrs. Nellie De out of five; Peter Stielstra and
By CORA ANTHONY
Vries, died last December at her Floyd Folkert, two out of three;
The Muskegon Melodeere. a male
Director of A* P Kitchen
Antho
“
Anthony
Dennings
and
Marinu
•on's home, 61 East 14th St.
quartet, will be at the evening serPott, four out of five; Charles WalDROILING, frying and roaatlnf vice of Immanuel Church In the
The funeral servicesof Ed Van- do and Charles Stoppels, three out JL) chickens are all excellentvalue! i
Holland armory Sunday at 7:80 p.
of
five;
Peter
Stielstra
and
Gordon
den Bosch, age 68, of Decatur took
this season. Begs. too. are cheap, a >ui>
m. This quartet ia composed of
place yesterday in Decatur, Mich, Van Wyk, one out of two. One dant and of fine quality.
Bernard Horness, baritone: Richidred forty-four teams entered
interment was in Decatur cemeFish Is not as plentifula* could b
ard Halley, tenor; Ernest Hansen,
tery. Mr. Vanden Bosch was stric- the meet from 58 colleges. Prof. desired, considering the season, but
Clarence
De
Graaf,
Dr.
Shackson,
fresh
fish
Is
unobtainable,
canned
fish
ken and taken to Dowagiac hospieggs and cheese are all good Lcntei
tal, where he passed away Satur- James White and Cornelius PetIMMANUEL CHURCH
foods. With the exception of shouldei
day morning. He is survived by tinga served as judges for some of of
lamb which Is cheaper, there has
Sunday,
10:80- A. M. — Morning
the
events.
three children, Mrs. Gerald Reibeen little change in meat prices.
Service. “Doing the Will of God."
mink, Mrs. Pete Boersema of HolPeas are again fairly plentiful and
11:30 A. M.— Bible School.
land, and Henry Vanden Bosch of SAUGATUCK OES MARKS
Inexpensive. Green and wax beans arc
Grand Haven. Also four sisters and
In price while spinach and
39TH ANNIVERSARY moderate
brothers, Mrs. Joe Karel of Holcabbage are cheap. Summer sqnarh h
again coming to market In fair quantity.
land, Mr. John T. Vanden Bosch of
The local OES chapter celebrated Here are three seasonabledinner
Noordeloos, Mrs. William Verhey
menus:
its thirty-ninth anniversaryWedand Nick Hofsteen of Holland.
Low Coat Dinner
nesday evening at the Masonic
Hudsonvillc bowed to an inspired temple. A special birthday program BraisedStuffed Flank Steak Gravy
Zeeland basketball outfit here Fri- honored the chapter’s first officers
Mashed potatoes
Whole Browned Carrots
day night to the tune of 40 to 24. and a supper was served. Douglas
Bread and Butter
The Hudsonville team showed fight and Fennville chapter members
Jellied Prunes CustardSauce
in the first half and the period end- were special guests.
Tea or Coffee Milk

LOCAL NEWS

Which?” Special mnsie by the Mas- Friend Tavern, Holland, Sunday gatnek and Mk.
kegon Melodeere. The orchestra morning at 10:80 o’clock. Subject: Huyser, Mrs. Ben Keen, Mr. and

two

rmr

will play.

m.

mm*

‘

w

•

SUNDAY DINNER

*

ed at 16 to 11 in Zeeland’s favor.
TTie last half was a rout for the
Medium Coat Dinner
DR. AND MRS.
visitors. Schrotenboer, stellar ZeeBoiled Roast Shoulder of Lamb Gravy
PIETERS HONORED
New Potatoes Green Peas
land forward, set a sizzling pace
Breed and Butter
to score 19 points. He was followDr. and Mrs. Albertus Pieters of
Orange SouffM Hard Sauce
ed by Vankley with 8. Lowing
the Western Theological seminary
Tea or Coffee Milk
with 9 and Nyhuis with 8 were best
were honored" guests at a meeting
for the losers. The reserve game
Very Special Dinner
of the Adelphic society last week.
ended 36 to 12 in Zeeland's favor.
Tomato Juice Stuffed Celery
Dr. Pieters plans to retire from
Boaat Chickenwith Mushroom Stuffing
Funeral services for James W. service at the seminary next May
Gravy
Overbeek, 48, barber on Washing- because of a Reformed church rulBaked Tams FrenchedBeans
Avocado Salad
ton blvd., were held Thursday af- ing that theological seminary proHot Rolls and Butter
ternoon at hia home at 118 West fessors leave their work at the age
StrawberryBavarian
20th St and in Immanuel church,
Coffee
Present at the Adelphic meetwith the Rev. C. M. Beerthuis and
ing
were
the
seminary
faculty
and
the Rev, John Lanting of Zeeland
officiating. Mr. Overbeek, a barber Mrs. S. C. Nettinga, Mrs. H. Hos“WE
ARE NOT GOOD
here for 13 years, died Monday pers, Mrs. S. Blocker and Mrs. A.
CITIZENS" WOMAN’S DAY
night after a heart attack. The de- Pieters. Prof. Egbert Winter, head
ceased waa formerly a member of of the Hope college education deMAGAZINE EXPOUNDS
the Immanuel church board. Bur- partment, spoke on "The Relation
• •
ial was in Pilgrim Home cemetery. of the Boy Scout Movement to the
The Woman’s Day magazine for
Church
Program”
during
the
first
Surviving are the widow; a son,
March is an exceptional issue. The
Ranea J. of Holland; a daughter, part of the meeting, before it was
announced that the affair was a cover page oozes spring, with a litsurprise party for the Pieters. Gor- tle lad and lass flying kites and the
don Vanden Brink, Hope student, expectant faces turned skyward are
and Henry Ver Meer, seminary so intent that the children are obmiddler, provided music for the livious to everythingelse. They

Sunday at 1:80 — Bible School.
Rally Day. All classes meeting together. George Schufling will teach
the lesson.
lead; and Carl Rood, bass They
2:30— Song, music, message and
will sing and play on various in- praise.

in one family. “In Fair” is a story

OVERISEL

from the horse-and-buggydays,
when the old fashioned album was

Rev. Scherpenisse, pastor of the the center-piecein the unused room
American Reformed church, Hamil- kept for company only, and was
ton, had charge of the Christian the main object of entertainment
Endeavor meeting Tuesday even- and edificationin going over the
ing.
family tree. "Accept no SubstiThe Mission Circle enjoyed a tutes” by Margaret Fishback, and
pot luck dinner Thursday. The af- “The First Grandchild” by Dorothy
ternoon was spent in rolling ban- Canfield make mighty good reading. "How to Make Money at
Home,” by Dorothy Blake, gives a
RE-DECORATED
new slant on business, and the presSTORE
ident’s wife, Eleanor Roosevelt,
The painters and decorators have comes in with her monthly contrifust completedthe task of paint- bution, "Americans I Admire.”
ing and re-decorating our Holland “First Aid for the Washables,”
store, and many of the cases and having to do with the Red Cross,
counters have been re-arranged.We and the quick remedies required
have been putting on a four-day are vividly given and classified in
March sale, which ends this Sat- tabulation.The home comes in for
urday night See the six-page considerable when Emily Genauer
«•
broadcast in colors, classifying writes and pictures “What Can I
men's, women’s, and children’s Do with my Walls?” The illusCushion dote, pin dots, in all
wearing apparel, to furniture,rad- trations show what can be done.
oolore, on high quality marquiios, hardware, refrigeration,and “Your Daughter’s Beauty,” “The
settes. Buy now for SPRING
School Bus,” are regular contribuautomobile accessories.

Special

Selfing

(Former Ford Dealer)

BAHAMAS GOLDEN RIPE
MICH.
POTATOES U.S.No.l
CELERY FLORIDA

NORTHERN

4

lb*.

23e

2

p*cb

39c

3

itulb

10c

FLORIDA

0IAR6ES
SEEDLESS
CAUFOltNIA
ORAHGES
SEEDLESS
70 SIZE
GRAPEFRIIT SEEDLESS

200*.

2

do*.

35c

250'.

2

do*.

29c

7

25c

for

<*^70 THE

NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR

^

EGG

9c

0%

MASH

loo** $1.29

SUGAR

25

IONA

FLOUR

TISSUE

4

^

2 +* 15c
2

^

37c

3 b!g

O’CLOCK COFFEE

21c

3 lot.?.

BUNS1"™

PREMIUM CRACKERS
2

39c
25c

&

,

5

PANCAKE FLOUR L

^

15c

TALL

CAN

CUTRITE WAX
POTATO

PAPER 2'X

CHIPS

'/* ,L

SALAD DRESSING *NN’ASl
PEANUT

BUnER

SPARKLE

. 2

DESSERT

DESSERT 3
SCOT TOWELS / . 3

JELLO, ROYAL

16c

*

29c

£

21c

3

10c

^

14c

"*•

25c

No. 2

CANS

W

ANN PAGE BEANS

5c

BEANS f 6 ““ 25c
p!I 2b'o«u. 19c
CHILI SAUCE
RED KIDNEY

INSTANT POSTUM Ik
HILLS BROS.

COFFEE

‘

2

10c SANKA-KAFFEEHAG
CURRANT,6RAPI
OR RASPBERRY
2
14c JELLY

Z
^ 23c

$1.19

24'/* 79c
24’/* 49c

PILL8BURY FLOUR

* 27c
*" 21c

15c
13c
21c
25c
19c
2» 23c
« '*• 37c
L MM

100"- $1.79

J

SCRATCH FEED
BEET

^ $1.10

100

.

BUTTER

APPLE

fc.

.

Ml**
llftWSS
ilMl

^

—

OXYDOL

\|| Sill*

4

^

consumed in

GAMPBEU’S BEANS
CAMPKLL'S
TOMATO SOUP

With

rou tc

4-Roll Purchas#

at 19c

• • ‘

NECTARS
RED SALMON

all

SEEDLESS RAISINS

L

A
L

29c DELMAIZNULETS \
27c GREEN GIANT PEAS
WHOLE
10c GREEN BEANS SULTANA

MM 15c
^
MM 35c

WET PACK

SHRIMP

10c

PORK ROAST
BOSTON

lb.

BEEF

BUHS

R0A0T

rouiOASt

______

MST CHUCK CUTS
*

lb.

ISANDCD SUP I

lb.

GROUND BEEF "*%cu*,w R"*HOCKLESS
BACON SQUARES
2'^

PICNICS

‘

CAKE 1c

3-Cake Purchtm
at 16c

JAMES A. BROUWER COMPANY
THE OLD RELIABLE FURNITURE STORE
NPM IMMH

MBMWafo

SOUPS

MOST VARIETIES

SMALL, LEAN. FRESH PICNICS

'
LI

HERRINC FILLETS ,0MRTO 2

19c

SLICED
____ BACON ca&tt,..
DRY SALT lACKf
SALT PORK

—

25c

____

^

2

FRANKFURTERS

25c

LONG

DUCKLINGS LcJtfSu® * 19c
ROASTING CHICKENS HBf * 25c

VEAL

25c
POLLOCK FILLETS oSX^h 3^ 25c
OYSTERS DWC”,0“W,CO“T* 19c

PICKLE & PIMENTO
FANCY GREEN

T.
r ^
mf
!

V

WKF

WHILE
THEY LAST

^
T*

SZIZ

2

^

27c
25c
18c

*
*

25c
19c
19p

SHRIMP *

21c

PORK SAUSAGE

FRESH SMELT

.fill

BOLOGNA

LOAF
PORK LOAF

CORNER OF TENTH STREET AND RIVER AV&, HOLLAND

J

AAP OOLDfiN

HEINZ

Wl CASH WPA CHECKS

..................

WHOLE KERNEL
IANTAM

CORN

19c

HADDOCK FILLETS ion. 2'*

SOAP

TOMATOES. CORN

18c

mb

SWEETHEART
WHh

“-17c

MR

FRUIT

_

package of:,

‘

TUNA FISH FUKES

MM
4 MM

ASSORTED

PKGS.

19c

Hp.2

the United States. And because its

---jl-.-j-j r/

2

BLACKBERRIES

business in tea is so great, AfcP Food Stores are tea
headquarters for millions - always offering good teas

r_r -_r

IKJLCAN

LARGE

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

\Win a most unusual vacation!

Don’t delay! Enter the contest today!
AfcP blends, packs and sells nearly one-eighthof
the tea

SUCEO

PINEAPPLE

We are offering 15 grand two-person trips to the great
New York World’s Fair, as prizes in our exciting new|
A&P Tea Limerick Contest Ask the manager of your
AkP store for full detail* -or see the special contest
wrapper onTevery package of Nectar and Our Own Tea.

TISSUE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

1

\ts

NORTHERN

m I

POWDER

CALUMET

SHREDDED WHEAT

-

'

BAKER’S COCOA

HOT CROSS

,T*» null et 79 ytut af Importini.blnilal tod pachlntua.

LVKJffUE

COCOANUT

RIDDED

BREAD

pkg.

.

CAN

DAIRY FEED,

SOFT TWIST

lb.

.....

SH

8

pk8.

........

BISQUICK

SUPERSUDS M0,rfc
FELS NAPTHA FLAKES

15c
NECTAR TEA
0URj)WNTEA“K 19c

............

CORNMEAL
SWANSDOWN FLOUR

SEMINOLE

rw

vanity or dresser

•

No. 2

a

contest* detaihon ev&ry

HHHflBft©95

Be

to

OKAPEFKNIT

copy.

Walnut veoeeri and other exquisitelygrained cabinet woods
make tbta suite a stand out value at this price! Note the qew,
modern, recesseddrawer-pulls, the spaciousnessof all pieces]
and the large size mirrors.The bed, chest, and choice of

Hollwd, Mich.

SALMON

PINK

BAKING

Try one of these teas today! Satisfaction
guaranteed .t/?or you may have^your money back.

«

FRESH EGGS

YB.LOW

HoUohoI CiUus pAMnotito

w

New “Waterfall” Bedroom

MCAKTONS

ROLLED OATS

at thrifty prices.

A Beautiful

•

AtR.

at

L 49c

-23c
2^ 25c

SILVIUtOOK

BUTTER

The regular issue of the Woman’s
Day, a monthly publication sponsored by the Atlantic A Pacific
Tea Co., is now available and copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
county A&P food stores. Ask

for your

St.'

4

KRAFT DINNERS

interest.

AL DE WEERD, Manager

8th

i 16c

WHITE HOUSE MILK

THAT

DOWNTOWN SERVICE STATION

MILD

PUECSP

LISTS

6 Gallons for $1.00 at

3

OLEOMARGARINE

HOLLAND,

^ w w

Em

48

CRISCO OR SPRY

&

REGULAR "GOOD GULF GAS”

home

BRINK’SBOOKSTORE

MITLETT PEARS

glance over the long list will tions.

NOW

trial in your office or

"Ony JLow X^cicei

“Patterns and Spring Wardassure of some real spring bargains covering a wide range. If robes,” “March Menu,” fully illus“Seven Dinner Recipes,”
DeVries
Dorobos Co. you haven’t a circular, ask for one trated,
“Candy Making," “Six Best Fish
at our Holland store.
Dishes,’’“Balanced Weekly Menu
Montgomery Ward Co.,
MICH.
for Four People at $8 a Week,”
East Eighth Street,
cover the culinary art, and what is
Holland, Michigan.
more a sight of the pictures would
make vou hungry. The menus are
all well definea and dated for each
day in the week. Children’s pages,
puzzle pictures, Hollywood’s reN !
view, "From the Notebook of Elsa
MR. and MRS. MOTORIST Conners,” and several other interBUY YOUR GAS AT HOME.
esting features make Woman's Day
YOU CAN
BUY
magazine for March replete with

STOP— LOOK—

••

The More Your Savings areSure

$2.98

A

and makes. Free

The More Often You Buy

CURTAINS!

from these new arrivals.

sizes

—

We

PRISCILLA

89c.

All

Fellowship meeting.
7:30 P. M. — Evening Service. The Christian Science (lurch
“Are
Wise or F<oolish
services will be held in Warm

must be sending “messengers”

from the earth to their kites, the
way we did when we were "kids.”
“Just Between Neighbors” appears in the usual place, which is
a regular feature. Rose Wilder
Lane treate the subject, “We Women are not good Citizens," and
underscores the “not.” The article
is fully illustrated. “The Two-Job
Family,” by Fannie Kilbourne
sang solos. Refreshments were treats the exigencies that arise
served.
when there are two bread winners

\

ING MACHINE SERVICE

6:80 — Junior Prayer Band. .
hymns and ne7:30— Monthly Sacred Concert.
gro spirituals.The pastor, C. M.
One hour of music. Instrumental
Beerthuis,will speak on “Are Wt
and “vocal given by the Mission
Wise or Foolish? Which?”
Orchestra. More people can be accomodated in our new quarters.
Tuesday, 7:80-PrayerMeeting
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s *nd Sunday School Lesson.

•

After the surprise party had been
announced, Dr. Vander Meulen, Dr.
Mulder and Dr. Blocker spoke in
praise of the work of both Dr. and
Mrs. Pieters. The faculty and wives
presented the guests of honor with
a silver gift Dr. Pieters responded- John Piet, senior, and Allen
Cook, middler at the seminary,

v

COMPLETE TYPEWRITER and ADD-

struments, Gospel

WOMEN

occasion.

^Man." Wednesday evening In

Hind Everett Meiste and Mrs. Anna
Monday, 7:80 P. M^-Orchestra Taverti at 8 p.
Hoek
of Holland.
practice under the directionof Mr.
— ....... O"
Johfi Swierenga upstairs of 39 E.
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Huyser,
8th St.
Mrs. Mary Smith of Spring Lak^
East 24th street, were host and
$206.hostess to John H. Schrotenboer township was ordered to
of East Saugatuck, whose birthday 36 fine and costs, or go to Detroit
8:16 P. M.— Personal Workers was celebrated Monday evening. It house of correction. She was chargClass.
was bis 79th anniversary, Mrs. ed with cohabitation.She paid the
Thursday, 7:80 P. M.— Midweek Schrotenboer was also present, and entire sum. Raymond Hippier, age
Service of Prayer, Praise and Biannounced that she was making 21, of Spring Lake township was
ble Study in |I Corinthians 18.
plans for their 66th wedding anni- sentenced by Judge Miles to from
Saturday,10:00 A. M. — Chil- versary thfi latter part of March. two to fifteen years to Jackson
dren’s Bible Class.
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Schrotenboer, prison on a breakingand entering
others present were Mr. and Mrs. charged. The man. was already
CITY MISSIONJ. H. Schrotenboer, Albert Schro- charged with cohabitationand must
New location— 74 E. 8th St
tenboer and daughter Harriet, and serve six months extra because of
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
Gerrit Schrotenboerof East Sau-' this charge.
Bflt, 7:80— Praise and Testimony

LOAF

M9c

0L#JXtr2lk 25c

